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ABSTRACT 

 Previous research by Biddle (1994) has shown that a great deal of attributional 

research has focused on athlete�s performance outcomes, while only few investigations 

were aimed toward athlete�s responses during athletic competition. In this line, Botterill 

and Brown (2002) suggested that athletes, and their coaches, have a weak understanding 

of both the nature and function of emotions experienced during competition. Therefore, 

performance attributions and their corresponding emotions compromise two viable areas 

of investigation of an athlete�s competitive experience. The current study was the first to 

take an active (i.e., investigate real- time emotions and attributions) opposed to the 

traditional post-event, outcome-centered protocol investigating the attribution-affect 

performance linkage. Although competing under like conditions on the same courses 

during the season, athletes (n= 7) demonstrated subtle individual and gender-based 

similarities (e.g., number of identified phases) and differences (e.g., perceptions of 

outcome) with respect to subjectively identified performance phases (i.e., positive, 

positive-flat, negative, & negative flat). Positive and positive-flat performance phases 

elicited significantly stronger affective (i.e., arousal & pleasantness) responses than did 

negatively-associated phases. In addition, participants assumed greater responsibility for 

their performance outcomes (i.e., positive or negatively associated phases) through 

increased internal control and locus, while eliciting lower stability, and external control 

attributions; with male participants eliciting higher attributional ratings than females.  

Further analysis identified affect-related individualized performance zones (APZ�s) and 

linked it to performance related attributions given by athletes, providing beneficial 

information for both the athlete and coach alike by forming an optimal individualized 

competitive profile.  The research introduces an innovative process-oriented method for 

studying the performance-affect-attribution linkage. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Published attributional research has seen a decline in recent years.  However, 

Biddle (1994) found that between 1979 and 1991 attributional papers accounted for 

almost 13% of 224 motivational papers published in the International Journal of Sport 

Psychology and The Journal of Sport (& Exercise) Psychology, with the bulk of research 

concentrating on athletes� attributions toward performance outcomes.  Numerous studies 

show that successful outcomes (i.e. winning) elicit more internal and controllable 

attributions, while unsuccessful outcomes (i.e. losing) tend to elicit external and 

uncontrollable attributions (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988; Grove, Hanrahan, & McInman, 

1991; Robinson & Howe, 1987).  However, no research has explored the attributional 

responses of athletes during performance events.   

Research focused on performance-related emotions provides a comprehensive 

perspective of the role emotions play in athletic competitions.  Recent research (Hanin & 

Syrja, 1995a, 1996) on emotions, as they relate to performance, has shown greater 

individual differences between performers with respect to similar affects (e.g., arousal or 

calmness) assigned to differing outcomes (e.g., above-standard or below-standard 

performance).  However, Botterill and Brown (2002) suggest the functional values of 

emotions prove beneficial to a certain point, i.e., emotions must occur, be accepted, and 

channeled if they are to be beneficial rather than a hindrance to performance.  In addition, 

Botterill and Brown have also claimed that many athletes and coaches have a very weak 

understanding of the nature and function of emotions, thus often failing to capitalize on 

their potential performance enhancing qualities.  Furthermore, they claimed that athletes 

need to be provided with a basic understanding of emotions, and be able to experience the 

performance enhancing aspects of using emotions as a resource.  Clearly, a basic 

understanding of how to manage and adapt emotions during athletic activity is critical to 

optimal performance.  The following literature review summarizes the attribution and 

emotions research related to sport performance.  The purpose of the current study was to 
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extend research findings from this dissertation�s preceding pilot study, which sought to 

better understand the relationship between performance-associated attributions and 

emotions, through a gender matched ideographic research approach. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The following literature review emphasizes the significance of attributions to 

performance in sporting events.  Topics included within the discussion of attribution and 

sport are: performance outcomes, gender issues, and the self-serving bias.  Next, the role 

of emotions, attributions and their relationship within sport performance is discussed.  A 

brief summary of a pilot study and hypothesis derivation conclude this chapter.  

Attribution Conceptualization 

To conceptualize how individuals arrive at outcome reasoning, Heider (1958) 

developed three propositions in his seminal work, The Psychology of Interpersonal 

Relations.  The propositions he made about the attributional process included the 

following: (a) To understand a person�s behavior, one must understand how he or she 

perceives and describes his or her environment, (b) people seek a stable and predictable 

environment in which they have increased control over their surroundings, and (c) 

personal dispositions influence idiosyncratic behavior even though the processes of 

perceiving objects and people are similar (see Biddle, Hanrahan, & Sellars, 1998 for 

review).  These causal ascriptions, first conceived by Heider, are commonly referred to as 

attributions, and are a series of cognitive processes individuals use to explain the �why� 

or the �how� about their own, or others�, performance outcomes (Kalat, 1993).   

Weiner (1972) proposed an alternative to Heider�s (1958) conceptualization.  He 

classified causal ascriptions into four main categories: (a) personal ability, (b) personal 

effort, (c) difficulty of the task, and (d) luck.  Weiner further classified these categories 

along two attributional dimensions; (a) �locus of causality� and (b) �stability.�  Locus of 

causality dimension attributions referring to the �internal� self include ability and effort, 

and those associated with the �external� self include luck and task difficulty.  Attributions 

made along the dimension of stability are thought of as either (a) stable and enduring 

over time (ability and task difficulty), or (b) unstable and variable over time (effort and 

luck).  A third dimension, controllability, was adopted by Weiner (1979) enabling the 
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differentiation between internal elements that are not under personal control (e.g., innate 

talent and ability; Biddle, 1993).  Attributions an athlete perceives as controllable (e.g., 

amount of effort), are likely to increase his or her chances of future success, based on 

Weiner�s classification.  Attributions associated with the control and causality 

dimensions lead to specific behaviors (e.g., persistence and effort), which play a role in 

future participation decisions (Weiner, 1979).   

A depiction of the attributional process in sport is shown in Figure 2.1.  For 

example, a track sprinter who loses a close championship race may attribute this outcome 

to a poor start out of the blocks.  This particular attribution can be viewed as controllable, 

unstable, and external, if the blocks moved at the start.  Attributions made by this 

particular individual not only play a role in his or her emotional state, but may also have 

ramifications for, and affect future behaviors of the athlete (e.g., if he or she must 

compete in two events the same day).  These factors are likely to affect future 

performance expectations (e.g., timid coming out of blocks). 

 

Figure 2.1.  Attributional process in sport.  Adapted from Weiner, 1986.  Source: Duda 

and Treasure, 2001, p. 47. 

 

Cause of 
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From a research standpoint, attribution theory provides a theoretical framework to 

describe an individual�s perceived current performance, while allowing investigations of 

how attributions from that performance affect subsequent performances (Roberts, 1992).  

Furthermore, Roberts added that while attributional research has opened up significant 

avenues of investigation in sport, it failed to incorporate the meaning of the outcome to 

the individual participant him or herself, leading others to suggest the utility of field 

studies, where the outcome is meaningful and causal attributions and emotional responses 

have motivational consequences (Robinson & Howe, 1987).  This dissertation�s pilot 

study utilized one female distance runner, in an attempt to address these issues, primarily, 

through a more thorough investigation of the attributional process during the event 

opposed to a strictly post-event methodology.  The current study continued to address 

these issues through a gender-matched research design, where differences and possible 

generalizations may be made to other endurance based athletes. 

Attributions in Sport 

Previous attributional research in sport has accounted for differences between (a) 

objectively and subjectively evaluated sports (Leith & Prapavessis, 1989), (b) coaches�, 

spectators�, and athletes� views of success and failure post-event (Grove, Hanrahan, & 

McInman, 1991), and (c) team and individual sport participants� attributional 

consistencies (Tenenbaum & Furst, 1986).  Recently, Grove, Hanrahan, and McInman 

found that among a sample of players, coaches, and spectators in a recreational basketball 

league, successful outcomes were attributed to more stable and controllable causes than 

unsuccessful outcomes and were not affected by outcome margin (e.g., close game, blow 

out).  Moreover, Tenenbaum and Furst�s investigation of attributional consistencies 

among team sports (e.g. soccer, basketball) and individual sports (e.g. track and field, 

gymnastics) found individual participants attributed outcomes more internally than those 

in the group setting across wins and losses.  In addition, those participants who performed 

at or above their level of preparation cited more internal, stable, and controllable reasons.  

This trend was also reported by athletes high in perceived ability and outcome 

expectations. 

At the same time, when investigating differences between objectively evaluated 

sports (i.e., where the outcome is determined by measurable units) versus subjectively 
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evaluated sports (i.e., where the outcome is dependent on external judges) Leith and 

Prapavessis (1989) found no significant differences between sports with regard to 

frequency of endorsement of causal attributions, dimensionality, or outcome.  However, 

attributions endorsed by these athletes extended beyond Weiner�s original categories (i.e., 

effort, luck, task difficulty, and ability) and included psychological preparation, physical 

training, environmental factors, and opponents.  This suggests that possible differences 

between winning and losing at the elite level could be attributed to the amount of 

psychological preparation one implements into a training regimen.   

Attribution and Performance Outcome.  A majority of the research on sport 

attribution has focused on the attributional response patterns of athletes following 

performance outcomes (e.g., winning vs. losing) in a variety of sports.  For example, 

based on performance outcomes, Biddle and Jamieson (1988) sought to investigate causal 

attributions of table tennis players, and the effect of two mediating variables: (a) 

competitive trait anxiety, and (b) perceived importance of winning.  Weak support was 

given for attributional differences between winners and losers.  However, a trend 

suggested that winners attributed their outcome to more controllable factors than did 

losers.  In addition, losers who attached high importance to winning attributed their 

outcome to more controllable and unstable factors.  No such support was found for 

competitive trait anxiety.  In a separate analysis using the Causal Dimension Scale (CDS; 

McAuley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992) winners were found to express greater responsibility 

and intentionality but not controllability.  However, less controllability was reported by 

losers who attached less importance to winning (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988).  Winning 

participants of a squash match cited more stable and global attributions than losing 

participants (Grove & Prapavessis, 1995).  Furthermore, players� subjectively perceived 

ability interacted with locus of causality.  High-ability players assigned more internal 

attributions after a success than they did after a failure, while low-ability players cited 

greater internal attributions following failure than success. 

Sport attribution research has also been conducted on more traditional team 

oriented sports.  A recent investigation of Australian football league players at three 

different performance levels (i.e. senior, fringe, and reserve) found attributional 

differences among senior level players in reference to personal performance, regardless 
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of match or team performance (Kerr & Beh, 1995).  Results showed that senior grade 

players made significantly more internal attributions at the end of the season than at the 

beginning of the season, and gave significantly fewer external attributions in evaluating 

their own performance compared with fringe or reserve grade players.   

Few attribution studies have been conducted on endurance based activities such as 

cross country or distance track events.  Studies that have utilized track and/or cross 

country athletes showed these athletes made more controllable, internal, and stable 

attributions following successful outcomes, compared with unsuccessful outcomes (Furst, 

1989; Hamilton & Jordan, 2000; Santamaria & Furst, 1990).  Recently, Hamilton and 

Jordan (2000) found that male high school track athletes attributed their most and least 

successful outcomes to more controllable factors.  Significantly greater differences were 

found for the �most successful outcome� condition, with respect to causality and stability.  

Male high school track athletes perceived their �most successful� outcomes as more 

controllable, internal, and stable when compared with perceived �least successful� 

outcomes.  Similarly, elite runners� attributions for �career most successful� races were 

more internal and personally-controlled compared with �least successful� conditions 

(Santamaria & Furst, 1990).  In addition, attributional response patterns of successful and 

unsuccessful male and female distance runners have been investigated throughout the 

course of a competitive season (Furst, 1989).  Results revealed that on the basis of 

perceived success, successful runners cited more internal and stable causes for their 

outcome.  Additionally, both groups, successful and unsuccessful, reported an increase in 

personal control and a decrease in external control for their outcomes, thus showing 

evidence for a self-serving bias (i.e., a tendency to take greater credit for success than 

failure), at least in line with successful outcomes.  In conclusion, endurance based 

athletes achieving a successful outcome are more likely to cite more internal, 

controllable, and stable attributions, compared with an unsuccessful outcome.   

The majority of sport attribution research on performance outcomes has 

investigated the differences between winners and losers.  These differences have been 

shown across a myriad of sports, including team (Kerr & Beh, 1995) and individual 

sports (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988; Furst, 1989; Hamilton & Jordan, 2000).  The current 
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study addressed performance outcome situations, through a participant driven subjective 

performance appraisal, where the outcome is secondary to the process. 

Gender Issues in Attribution 

In addition to attributional differences between successful and unsuccessful 

outcomes, studies have attempted to illuminate gender differences with respect to 

attributional response patterns during novel motor tasks and competitive sport situations.  

Weiner (1986) stated that general differences in attributions between genders are 

presumed to be mediated by initial expectations of success and failure.  Females tend to 

attribute successes to unstable causes and failure to stable cause, while the reverse is true 

for males.  Additionally, these attributional expectancies are task and situationally 

dependent, especially when stereotypically male dominated tasks (e.g., mechanical 

puzzles) were performed (Weiner, 1986).   

Anshel and Hoosima (1989) sought to differentiate between, both male and 

female, athletes and non-athletes in their causal attributions on a novel motor task (i.e. 

time on target) while being provided with either positive or negative feedback.  Results 

indicated that all participants made internal attributions with males rating internality 

higher than females.  Additionally, all participants receiving positive feedback scored 

higher on the stability dimension than those who received negative feedback.  In a similar 

study, Croxton, Chiacchia, and Wagner (1987) investigated attributions of males and 

females competing in a novel task (i.e., a Nerf basketball shooting contest) in both same-

sex, and opposite-sex pairings.  Results showed that males and females predicted that 

males would outperform females.  Additionally, when losing to a member of the same 

sex both males and females attributed the outcome to nervousness more frequently than 

they did when they were losing to a member of the opposite sex.  It was found that losing 

males and females attributed the outcome to characteristics of their opponent (i.e., ability, 

effort), when that opponent was of the opposite sex.   

Gender differences were found with regards to the stability dimension, such that 

males cited more unstable attributions than females, which was particularly true 

following a successful outcome (Riorhan, Thomas, & James, 1985).  Based on the current 

finding it was suggested that females may be more �attributionally modest� than males 

(Riorhan et al., 1985). 
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In a study of men�s and women�s varsity basketball teams, Croxton and Klonsky 

(1982) administered a 48-item attributional questionnaire following intrasquad 

scrimmages.  The same questionnaire was then administered to 54 undergraduates who 

were told to imagine a hypothetical basketball scrimmage.  Results showed that following 

a loss male athletes reported internal characteristics as less of a factor in determining 

outcome than did their female counterparts.  It was shown that winning female athletes 

perceived their opponent�s characteristics as determining the outcome to a lesser degree 

than did the male athletes.  Hypothetical female winners rated their opponent�s 

characteristics as being more important than did the hypothetical male winners.   

Investigating football players and men�s and women�s basketball players, Green, 

Holeman, and McClearn (1997) provided an explanation of a team�s outcome based on 

Weiner�s four causal factors of luck, ability, effort, and task difficulty.  Athletes were 

asked post-competition about the degree to which the four factors affected their most 

recent performance outcome.  It was shown that male athletes (basketball and football), 

responded to a greater extent with internal reasons for wins than they did for losses.  

Results supported previous research illustrating that females internalize success to a 

lesser degree than males.  These findings were consistent with those of Tenenbaum and 

Furst (1986) were males were more �attributionally consistent�, such that, causes of 

outcomes were rated as more internal, stable, and controllable compared with females.  

Given three attributions for outcomes females rated the third following success as more 

internal than males, but the first two were more external.  Furthermore, the third cause 

was rated as less controllable by both genders.  In addition, females were more likely to 

attribute success to chance, while failures were attributed to their inability to understand 

the task.  Males on the other hand, attributed failure to their inability to concentrate on the 

task (Zientek & Breakwell, 1988).   

White (1993) also examined gender and attributions via self-reports after a 

successful outcome, using both younger (i.e., 14-16 years old) and older (i.e., 31-46 years 

old) male and female softball participants.  It was found that male participants attributed 

the cause of their success more internally than did female participants, while female 

participants perceived the causes to be more controllable than did males.  In addition to 

these gender differences, stability dimension ratings were significantly different as a 
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function of age, whereas younger players perceived success as more stable than did the 

older players.  This finding, however, was not supported by Morgan, Griffin, and 

Heyward (1996) where no gender differences were found with respect to causal 

dimensions for success and failure in high school track athletes.  Male and female 

athletes shared similar attributional patterns.  In particular, athletes� perceived success 

and failure as internal and controllable, although success was perceived as being more 

internal and controllable, suggesting athletes assume greater responsibility for success 

and failure, and believe that any future performance cannot be assured based on present 

actions.  Biddle (1993) suggested three reasons within sport for the possible absence of 

attributional-related gender differences.  First, expectancies among genders are similar in 

sport.  Second, sport is primarily a competition within genders as opposed to between 

genders, which is contrary to academia or achievement settings.  Finally, males� and 

females� psychological profiles are more similar than diametrically opposed when those 

individuals select similar activities (e.g., sport).  

 Previous research on attributions has found athletes, in general, tend to make 

more internal, stable, and controllable attributions following wins and/or successful 

outcomes than losses or unsuccessful outcomes (Riorhan, Thomas, & James, 1985; 

White, 1993).  Findings also supported gender differences, such that males are more 

likely to respond with greater internal loci attributions than are females following a win 

or successful event (Green et al., 1997; Tenenbaum & Furst, 1986).  Although previous 

research has shown plausible evidence for possible differences in attributional ratings 

between genders, research has utilized novel tasks.  The current study utilized elite level 

athletes� competitions, involving a meaningful task with a real-world outcome to add to 

the research base of gender differences. 

Self-Serving Bias 

 The self-serving bias occurs when individuals take a disproportionate amount of 

credit for their success, and minimize their responsibility for failure (Miller & Ross, 

1975).  Synder and Higgins (1988) suggested that without the self-serving bias and its 

excuses, individuals who have low perceived self-worth have a greater chance of 

becoming depressed and/or vulnerable to depression.  Therefore the self-serving bias can 

be seen as an adaptive and functional process.  Myers (1996) added that depressed 
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individuals� self-appraisals are generally more accurate.  The self-serving bias allows 

people to �believe� in their superiority, which contributes to an increased motivation to 

achieve and offers hope during often difficult times (Myers, 1996).  In addition, people 

respond in a positive manner, and internalize favorable evaluations of themselves, while 

externalizing unfavorable and/or negative evaluations (Jones, 1973).  This bias has been 

found in a variety of settings including academia, interpersonal relationships, and sport 

(Green, Bailey, Zinser, & Williams, 1994; Ormsby & Green, 1999).   

Green, Bailey, Zinser, and Williams (1994) examined college students� 

attributional and affective responses to academic performance given hypothetical 

feedback.  Results revealed that students receiving positive (i.e., successful) examination 

feedback responded with greater internal causality and positive affect than did those 

receiving negative (i.e., failing) examination feedback, which resulted in expressions of 

unfavorable affect, supporting the self-serving bias.  Ormsby and Green (1999) asked 

college students to provide attributional responses to both successful and unsuccessful 

hypothetical dating scenarios involving either themselves, another male, and another 

female.  Results supported the finding of an ego or self-serving bias in that those 

individuals in the self-based condition as this group reported higher internality ratings for 

successful outcomes than unsuccessful outcomes.  Additionally, females were given 

greater credit for their successes than for their failures, suggesting the possibility that 

males deserve less credit for success than females. 

 Riorhan et al. (1985) studied the generality of self-serving attributional bias and 

gender differences among male and female racquetball players.  Participants provided 

attributions for their outcomes using an open-ended format, while the raters coded the 

responses along locus of control, controllability, and stability dimensions.  Results 

revealed that both male and female participants elicited a self-serving bias following a 

successful outcome.  Following losses males continued to cite internal attributions, while 

females provided external attributions.  The current study investigated whether this 

tendency existed during the course of a competitive season compared with a single 

competitive outcome. 

In an effort to examine whether causal schemas operate in a sport-related novel 

task, Zientek and Breakwell (1988) asked undergraduates with varying levels of hockey 
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experience to view excerpts from hockey games and predict what would happen next.  

Results revealed that successful prediction was related to discounting luck or previous 

sport experience, while failure was seen as due to a loss of concentration and not due to 

task difficulty, or being unable to play hockey.  These perceived causes were present 

even before the performance outcome was known.   

Luginbuhl and Bell (1989) tested whether male track and field athletes (e.g., 

jumpers, sprinters, or throwers) would describe participants� sub-par performances 

outside of their own specialty (i.e., no ego-involvement) with greater dispositional 

attributions, compared with their own specialization (i.e., ego involvement).  Results 

showed that participants gave athletes outside their area of specialization (e.g., sprinters 

rating throwers and jumpers) greater dispositional attributions, while attributions for 

same event (e.g., jumpers rating jumpers) specialization performances were based to a 

greater extent on situational attributions.  Additionally, throwers were more prone to 

make situational based performance attributions than were sprinters and jumpers.  This 

suggests that throwing events are more complex in nature than either sprinting or 

jumping, or that a thrower�s performance is affected to a greater extent by situational 

factors (e.g., temperature or wind).  These findings carry practical importance for both 

athletes and coaches when making attributions about other players.  One of this 

dissertation�s aims was to give athletes, coaches, and practitioners alike an idea of how to 

better manage attributions in a competition setting. 

Mark, Mutrie, Brooks, and Harris (1984) investigated the differences between 

winners and losers with respect to their attributions about performance, to determine 

whether experience level and/or ability play a role in the development of self-serving 

biases.  No differences were found between the players� attributions when controlling for 

experience or skill level.  In addition, no differences were found among attributions of 

winners and losers, in terms of locus of causality.  However, winners did differ 

significantly from losers in that they perceived greater controllability and stability over 

their performance.  Thus, successful athletes, regardless of ability level, tend to attribute 

outcomes to reasons which they have power over, i.e., training and or competition effort, 

as opposed to reasons outside the athlete, i.e., competitors and environment.   
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Ormsby (1999) examined first time triathletes and possible attributional 

differences between participants who had taken part in a �triathlon class,� and those who 

had not.  Results failed to find support for attributional differences between class and 

non-class participants.  Both groups showed similar internal and external attributional 

scores regardless of performance outcome.  This finding supported previous research that 

showed athletes with little experience and/or ability, fail to show an ego-serving bias 

tendency.  Mutrie, Mark, Brooks, and Harris (1984) suggested that a lack of difference 

between novice and experienced athletes with respect to locus of causality could be 

partially due to the amount of ego involvement of the individual.  Inexperienced athletes 

have little ego-involvement in the activity, and therefore have little to lose, while more 

experienced athletes have a greater commitment to the sport and greater belief in their 

own competence as an athlete, making external attributions less likely.   

The self-serving bias is in essence a defense mechanism that athletes and non-

athletes utilize to reduce the amount of responsibility in failure situations, while 

accepting a disproportionate amount of success in successful scenarios.  The current 

dissertation�s aim was to use a group of elite level distance runners and investigate 

whether this tendency was present or whether the experience level acts as a mediator for 

this tendency.   

Previous attributional research (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988; Grove & Prapavessis, 

1995; Hamilton & Jordan, 2000) has concentrated on participants� responses to 

performance outcomes (i.e., winning and losing).  Weiner�s (1985) attributional theory of 

emotion contends that the performance itself consists of three sources of emotion; 1) 

outcome evaluation, 2) causal attributions, and 3) causal dimensions.  Therefore, the 

ability to simultaneously measure attributions and their corresponding affective reactions 

during an event, retrospectively, would lead to a more concise understanding of the 

performance-attribution-affect linkage, compared to the event taken as a whole. 

Emotion, Attribution, and Their Relationship to Performance 

 Emotion is the sudden reaction to a specific event, which leads to physiological, 

experiential, or behavioral changes, while the term affect is a generic term for affective 

phenomena, which includes emotions, feelings, and even mood (Hanin, 2000).  
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Kleinginna and Kleinginna (1981, as cited by Boutcher, 1993, p. 800) have compiled an 

all encompassing definition of emotion: 

 Emotion is a complex set of interactions among subjective and objective factors,  

mediated by neural/hormonal systems, which can (a) give rise to affective  

experiences such as feelings of arousal, pleasure/displeasure; (b) generate  

cognitive processes such as emotionally relevant perceptual effects, appraisals,  

labeling processes; (c) activate widespread physiological adjustments to the  

arousing conditions; and (d) lead to behavior that is often, but not always,  

expressive, goal-directed, and adaptive.  (p. 58) 

Young (1973) identified three basic components of emotions: subjective, 

physiological, and behavioral.  The subjective component of emotion relates to the 

varying perceptions that people have for the same emotion.  According to Young, the 

physiological component of emotion involves changes to the autonomic nervous system, 

where harnessing this component can prove to be more beneficial than detrimental to an 

individual�s performance.  The behavioral component of emotion can range anywhere 

from facial and verbal expressions, to a physical action.  Due to the individualized nature 

of human beings, people vary in reactions to any of the components, although some 

generalizations exist, e.g. smiling usually indicates feelings of happiness or joy, while 

frowning or a wrinkled brow are indicative of anger or frustration.  Emotions that athletes 

experience during competition play an integral role in both the intra- and inter-individual 

event perspective (Vallerand & Blanchard, 2000).  Figure 2.2 is a depiction of Weiner�s 

(1985) attributional theory of emotion. 
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Figure 2.2.  Weiner�s (1985) attribution theory of emotion.  Source: Vallerand and 

Blanchard, 2000, p. 12. 

 

Weiner�s (1985) model consists of three sources of emotion: (a) outcome 

evaluation, (b) causal attributions, and (c) causal dimensions.  Weiner suggested that 

one�s affective reaction to the outcome is based upon the perceived success, the impact of 

the event generates outcome-dependent emotions (e.g., happiness following success, and 

shame following failure).  These are the immediate emotions experienced, which are 

considered to be the strongest.  Outcome-related causal attributions lead to more discrete 

emotions.  These discrete emotions are a result of the attributional process and are labeled 

as attribution-dependent emotions, uniquely related to a specific causal dimension.  

Causal dimensions (e.g., locus, stability, and control) mediate long lasting feelings and 

lead to distinct attributions along each dimension.  For example, based on Weiner�s 

theory, an athlete who wins a game would subsequently feel �good,� later attributing the 

outcome to his ability and he then experiences feelings of pride and competence.  Further 

analysis leads him to reinforce internal factors as a role in the current success; 

subsequently increasing his personal feelings of self-esteem.  Weiner contends the 

stability dimension is most influential in future event expectations, while locus of 

causality and control influence immediate affective reactions.  Thus, causal ascriptions 

influence emotions, and affective reactions influence motivating behaviors (Weiner, 

1986).  Through a more advanced methodology (i.e., idiographic performance profiling) 
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the current study sought to investigate attributional dimensions and corresponding 

affective reactions of elite level distance runners during competition to better understand 

the performance-attribution-affect linkage during a competitive season.  

McAuley and Duncan (1990) have noted that a paucity of empirical evidence 

exists that examined antecedents of affective reactions to sport and physical activity 

outcomes.  Operating under the assumption that individuals will respond with different 

cognitive reactions, Weiner�s (1985) model never expounded whether outcome related 

affects were a function of subjective (i.e., process based) or objective (i.e., win/loss) 

outcomes.  For example, an athlete may lose to a superior player yet experience feelings 

of positive emotions because they played to the best of their athletic ability.  Henceforth, 

it is of utmost importance to investigate individuals� perceptions of performance relating 

to such consequences of sport activity as affective reactions, utilizing methodologies 

which incorporate subjective and/or attributional appraisals to determine the relationships 

among perceptions, causal dimensions, and affective reactions.   

 Although attribution has extensively been investigated within the sport 

psychology literature, it has not progressed beyond a description of the attributional 

process or theorizing about possible antecedents (Biddle, 1988).  Figure 3 depicts a 

general model of the attribution process, proposed by Kelley and Michela (1980).   

 

Figure 2.3.  Kelly and Michela�s (1980) general model of the attribution process.  

(Source: Biddle, 1988, p. 265.) 
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Biddle (1988) claimed researchers have overlooked possibilities investigating 

attributional consequences (see Figure 2.3), which consider the emotional consequences 

of sport attributions. Early research dichotomized task outcome situations into objective 

categories (e.g., pass/fail or win/loss), which masked more subjective feelings of success 

and/or failure that are experienced by the participant (Biddle, 1988).  Additionally, 

individuals dissatisfied with their outcomes, typically engaged in attributional thinking 

longer than others, experiencing stronger, and more regular, attribution-related affects.  

Furthermore, Biddle suggested that differentiating the expectancy/importance of a 

performance (i.e., playing poorly or well) and expectancy/importance of outcome (i.e., 

win/lose) would presumably lead to different strengths and nature of subsequent 

emotions.  Methodologically, more investigation into the nature of attributional-

emotional underpinnings is required.  However, Harter (1981) quipped about the interest 

in emotion and attribution, �we�ve reinvented another wheel...and we feel good about it� 

(p. 5) (as cited by Biddle, 1988). 

McAuley, Russell, and Gross (1983) examined causal relationships between 

attributions for successful and failure conditions and their corresponding affect.  Gender 

and ability matched participants completed the Causal Dimension Scale (Russell, 1982), 

and an achievement-based affective measure following a table tennis competition.  

Differences in affective reactions among winners and losers suggest that even a novel 

task such as table tennis is affectively involving (i.e., participants care about 

performance).  Winners reported affective responses that were more positive (e.g., 

satisfaction, pride, and confidence) than did losers (e.g., angry, depressed, and 

incompetent).  Results indicated attribution processes were important determinants of 

affective reactions, particularly for winners.  Controllability was found to be more 

influential than locus in the determination of affective reactions, while stability was 

important for affective reactions following successful outcomes.  McAuley et al. 

suggested sports� interpersonal nature makes participants more aware of perceived 

control and effort, hence affecting emotional reactions to success and failure.  The current 

study utilizing a gender-matched performance profiled methodology investigated 

simultaneous attributional and affective responses to performance phases of several 

single competitions during a season.  The benefit lies in its ability to concisely measure 
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the relationship among perceived performance and its associated attributional and 

affective responses that change throughout an event. 

McAuley and Duncan (1989), utilizing Wiener�s cognitive theory, examined 

affective responses and causal attributions to both unexpected outcomes and 

disconfirming outcomes following a competitive motor task.  Participants completed an 

outcome manipulated bicycle ergo-meter task based on pre-performance expectations; 

those who expected to win were assigned to the failure outcome, while those who 

expected to lose were assigned to the success outcome.  Participants in the low 

expectancy condition displayed stronger affective responses (i.e., felt more satisfied, 

proud, grateful, and/or confident) than did participants in the high expectancy group (i.e., 

disconfirming failure).  These latter individuals displayed higher negative affect (i.e. 

more depressed, displeased, angry, and/or incompetent).  Causal attributional responses 

in both conditions (i.e., success and failure) were more internal, stable, and controllable.  

However, the stability dimension discriminated between the two groups, such that, low 

expectation participants (i.e., disconfirming success) gave more stable attributions than 

high expectation participants (i.e., disconfirming failure).   

Robinson and Howe (1987) conducted a naturalistic study investigating the 

relationship between causal attributions and mood states utilizing elite level soccer 

players.  Results revealed that both groups (i.e., successful and unsuccessful) expressed 

positive pre-game mood states.  However, post-game analyses showed that the successful 

players demonstrated a significantly increased positive mood state compared with 

unsuccessful players; in particular mood disturbance, tension, depression, aggression, 

frustration, and confusion.  Furthermore, successful group participants attributed their 

performance to more stable and controllable factors than unsuccessful participants.  

Robinson and Howe suggested based on correlational data between successful 

participants attributions and mood state scores that attributing personal success to 

controllable factors is highly associated with a positive mood state.  In addition, 

correlational data for the unsuccessful group suggests that attributing failure to 

uncontrollable factors is moderately associated with a negative mood state.  Results 

suggest an interaction between outcome (i.e., win/loss) and individual performance 

variables.  Moreover, Raedeke and Stein (1994) investigated perceived performance 
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ratings of skiers.  Results showed that participants with higher perceived performance 

scores skied better with associated feelings of increased positive arousal than with 

increased negative affect or low arousal.  In addition, participants believed they skied 

moderately well when moderately aroused compared to when experiencing low positive 

affect or increased negative arousal prior to skiing.  Worst performances were associated 

with low positive levels of arousal prior to performance.  The current study�s ideographic 

methodology, through idiographic performance profiling, presented a more detailed 

understanding of an athlete�s on-line affect and corresponding attributions as they relate 

to changes in perceived performance throughout a competition and subsequent 

competitions. 

Madrigal (2003) recently investigated the temporal nature of antecedents (e.g., 

goal relevance and affective expectations) and consequences (e.g., spectator�s 

satisfaction) of performance-based attribution-dependent emotions, i.e., emotions arising 

from either praise or blameworthy actions.  Utilizing a novel multiphasic research 

method, participants completed questionnaires prior to the start of a collegiate basketball 

game and during naturally occurring breaks throughout the game (e.g., commercial 

intermissions).  Results were consistent with appraisal theory, i.e., goal relevance 

positively predicted both positive and negative emotional states.  Participants more 

strongly identified with a positive outcome, reporting more emotion regardless of its 

valence.  Additionally, emotional reactions for win-desperate fans over the course of the 

game became progressively more dependent on blameworthy assessments of player�s 

actions.  Emotions arising from praiseworthy actions led participants to report higher 

levels of performance satisfaction.  Conversely, emotions linked to blameworthy actions 

were associated with greater dissatisfaction.  Finally, regardless of frequency of 

attribution-dependent emotions felt during the game and satisfaction with the quality of 

the team�s performance, participants� (i.e., spectators) desire to see their team do well 

was positively related to future expectations. 

In summary, emotions and corresponding attributions play a vital role in sport 

perceptions of event outcomes, while subsequently affecting future behavior.  Although 

few studies have investigated this emotion-attribution linkage, previous research 

(McAuley et al., 1983; McAuley & Duncan, 1989) utilizing Weiner�s cognitive theory of 
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emotion found controllability based attributions to be important determinants of affective 

reactions.  Performances identified as having successful outcomes resulted in higher 

positive affect (Raedeke and Stein, 1994) along with lower total mood disturbance 

(Robinson & Howe, 1987).  More recently, novel multiphasic research methods have 

been utilized to examine the temporal nature of performance-based attribution-dependent 

emotions (Madrigal, 2003).  Current research investigating this linkage allows for a better 

understanding an athlete�s thought and behavior processes during competition.   

Although performance outcomes have been a major component to previous 

research designs, the current dissertation�s aim was to utilize a process based 

methodology.  The athlete�s online emotions and corresponding attributions serve as a 

series of data points, compared with a strictly post-event method.  

Conceptual Framework 

A conceptual model depicting an athlete�s event performance continuum, 

beginning with pre-event expectations (i.e., ability and expectations), through task 

completion and subsequent competitions is presented in Figure 2.4.  Of particular interest 

in the model as they pertain to the current study are the variables of on-line performance 

emotions and attributions (bold and italicized) where �bumps in the road� are likely to 

occur.  An example of how the model functions is as follows: a long distance runner is 

aware of her ability (i.e., innate and practiced) to complete the task, and thus develops 

expectations (i.e., goals) before competition takes place (e.g., win, personal best, etc.).  

Prior to the event, the competitor experiences �pre-competitive� emotions (e.g., feelings 

of anxiety and self- doubt) and makes subsequent changes (i.e., change goal pace or 

predicted finish time).  During her run she may feel doubt about her ability to sustain her 

current pace and blames this on her coach and practices.  At the end of the competition, 

feelings of disappointment may overwhelm her and she attributes her failure to her 

preparation and elevated emotions.  Attributions and post-event emotions accompany the 
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Figure 2.4. Causal Ascriptions and Emotional Attachments: Distance Runners� 

Perspectives; Conceptual Model. 
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athlete through to the delay period (i.e., the length of time between competitions), and on 

to subsequent events during the athlete�s competitive season, in which the cycle repeats 

itself.  This conceptualization of the functionality of emotions and attributions in sport 

offers a better process-oriented understanding of the way in which athletes respond to 

current and future competitions. 

Summary 

The overarching goal of this literature review was to address the current state of 

attributional and emotional research in the realm of sport and its relation to performance.  

After briefly describing attributional theory along with its primary underpinnings, a more 

in-depth elaboration of the literature addressed research relating attributions to outcome, 

gender, and the self-serving or ego-serving bias.  Through this discussion, subsequent 

conceptualization, and critical review of the literature that investigated the emotion-

attribution linkage, it is highly probable that a more process rather than outcome-related 

perspective emerges. 

The majority of studies on attributions have focused on a performance-outcome 

base, where successful outcomes (i.e., winning) were largely attributed to stable, 

controllable, and internal causes (Robinson & Howe, 1987; Biddle & Jamieson, 1988).  

Elite level or higher ability performers were more likely to cite less external attributions 

about their own performance (Kerr & Beh, 1995), while less skilled athletes were likely 

to assign more internal attributions following failure (Grove & Prapaveiss, 1995).  With 

regard to endurance based athletes, runners perceived their most successful or career-best 

performances as more internal, stable, and controllable than less successful performance 

outcomes (Hamilton & Jordan, 2000; Santamaria & Furst, 1990; Furst, 1989).   

Research also revealed differences between males and females concerning their 

performance outcomes.  Males responded to favorable outcomes by citing greater internal 

causes, while females were more likely to make more controllable attributions or even 

downplay their successes (Green et al., 1997; Tenebaum & Furst, 1986; White, 1993).  

However, other researchers found no differences between the genders with respect to 

attributional ratings, such that all participants made internal and controllable attributions 

(Anshel & Hoosima, 1989; Morgan et al., 1996). 
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Attributions allow performers to assign reason or causality to performance 

outcomes, internal or external.  However, the self-serving bias operates as an ego-

enhancing capacity following preferred outcomes and has been seen in academia (Green 

et al., 1994), interpersonal relationships (Ormsby & Green, 1999), and sport (Riorhan et 

al., 1985; Wann & Schrader, 2000; Zientek & Breakwell, 1988).  Although, individuals� 

ability level and the existence of an ego-serving bias, research failed to uncover any 

differences in attribution ratings.  Findings also suggested that novice and elite level 

athletes tend to hide ego-related biases relative to middle level performers (Mark et al., 

1984; Mutrie et al., 1984; Ormsby, 1999).   

 Emotional responses prior to, during, and post-performance, as well as the 

methods by which sport participants respond to them, are key determinants of current and 

future performance.  Research on emotions and sport performance show superior 

performances associated with increased positive levels of arousal compared with negative 

affect, and with smaller pre-competition differences in felt and preferred arousal levels 

(Males & Kerr, 1996; Raedeke & Stein, 1994).  Furthermore, when performers 

unexpectedly won, increased levels of positive affect (e.g., pride, confidence) were 

reported, while unexpected losses elicited increased levels of negative affect (e.g., anger) 

(McAuley & Duncan, 1989).  However, while previous investigations have utilized 

outcome-based methodologies, current studies (Madrigal, 2003) have taken a more 

process-driven idiographic approach to investigating the emotion-attribution linkage 

(Vallerand & Blanchard, 2000).   

 Attributions and emotions combine to play a large role in how individuals view 

current performance and perceive future competitions.  Previous research on attribution 

and emotion in sport has uncovered some of these linkages.  As investigations into the 

emotion-attribution linkage continue, they are not without limitations, primarily the over 

reliance on pre-event and subsequent outcome based self-report measures, i.e., passive 

inquiry into an active phenomenon.  Outcome based methodologies rely on positive and 

negative events (i.e., wins and losses) while individuals� perceptions of these events are 

more distinctive than just the objective win or loss (e.g., failing to win one�s heat is not 

always a failure).  Therefore, research should consider the outcome (e.g., success and 

failure) as it relates to an individuals� performance quality and or achievement level, 
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since average opposed to excellent performances result in exceptional outcomes (Hanin, 

2000).  An additional limitation of current attribution-emotion research is the reliance on 

group results, and not on single-subject performance based fluctuations.  Investigations 

utilizing groups yield general group tendencies and/or similarities among participants, 

while individually based investigations offer insight into individual development rather 

than inter-individual differences (Hanin, 2000).  The benefit of the current study was its 

ability to gather a great deal of data through the segmentation of an athlete�s 

performance, providing a three-fold benefit to researcher: (a) reducing the amount of 

participants, (b) utilizing the whole event opposed to just the outcome, and (c) providing 

idiographic results. 

Hanin�s IZOF model is an illustration of an idiographic approach to emotional 

based research, focusing on the patterns, structure, and functions of idiosyncratic 

emotional experiences of individual or team sport athletes.  In addition, it also attempts to 

make generalizations across other sport performers and teams, while placing on emphasis 

on explaining intra-individual nuances to emotional experiences through successful to 

sub-par performances.  Hanin (2000) suggested performance process measures, as well as 

performance profiling, yield a more realistic view of the role that emotions and 

attributions play in a sport competition setting, and the �dynamics of emotion change 

during performance, and additional research should address the impact of intermediate 

performance results and performance process� (p. 299).  Therefore, a more subjective 

interpretation of performance-based outcomes should be utilized when measuring 

attributions and corresponding emotional reactions (Biddle & Hanrahan, 1998). 

 The alternative method of investigating the attribution-emotion-linkage used in 

the current study builds on current retrospectively based attribution and emotion research.  

It deviates from current methods in that measures are implemented on the process rather 

than on the outcome.  In contrast to current research methods, where measures pertain to 

outcomes following the event, the alternative method utilizes attribution and emotion 

measures based upon performance shifts (e.g., upward, downward, or a plateau) 

identified by the athlete.  For each performance shift identified, including overall 

outcome, attribution and emotional measures are then assigned.  Data gathered through 
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this method yielded a more process than outcome based methodology to the investigation 

of the attribution-emotion-performance linkage. 

It is probable that through the implementation of perceived performance 

segmentation and subsequent attributional and emotional inquiries of performance shifts 

during competition, this study�s alternative on-line method created a more idiographic 

and holistic view of performance.  To date, no studies have investigated performance 

shifts, with their associated feelings and attributions.  Through the segmentation of 

performance, the proposed method was a step forward in the piece-wise, process-centered 

orientation study of the attribution-emotion-performance linkage/co-existence, 

emphasizing personal performance and perceived accomplishment, as opposed to the 

current outcome based perspective, where wins and loses are the focal point of 

investigation.   

Findings from Pilot Study 

A pilot study was conducted to investigate attributions and affective responses 

related to an athlete�s performance during a competitive season over several competitions 

utilizing objective and subjective information.  The participant was a female distance 

runner who competed at the National level for an upper-tier collegiate program; data was 

collected during four different running competitions during the spring track season.  

Preceding each competition she completed a short pre-race packet; following each 

competition post-race measures were administered.  Contained within the post-race 

packet measure was the race performance grid (See Figure 2.5).  This subjective outcome 

measure asked the athlete to draw a continuous line from start to finish, and give a 

graphical representation of her competition. 
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(PHASES) 

       PERFORMANCE 1            2          3                 4                     5            PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 2.5.  Hypothetical graphical representation of a race from start to finish. 

The researcher then subdivided the performance into one of four performance 

phases: (a) positive, an increase in perceived performance, (b) positive-flat, plateau 

performance, average or above, (c) negative, a perceived decrease in performance, and 

(d) negative-flat, a sustained performance below the average demarcation.  The athlete 

was then asked to fill out the remaining post-race affect and attributional measures in 

relation to the performance phases. 

 Each phase of each race was associated with perceived race performance ratings, 

ranging from 1 � 9 (i.e., 1-very low performance and 9-very high performance).  In this 

particular study, no race performance was perceived as being less than a three.  For each 

performance, emotions and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all the 

phases in the four races.  These results are presented in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1   

Mean emotional and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance 

for runner A. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Emotions        Attributional dimensions 
                                                                        ___________                                         ______________________________

 

Performance  Arsl Plsntnss    Funct  Lcs   Stbl  Ext Cont  Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 3  5.50    2.50       3.50 5.58       3.17       4.36        6.22 

4  5.67    6.00       6.00 6.81       3.07       3.63        7.48 

5  5.60    6.20       6.80 6.47       3.91       3.42        6.13 

6     6.67    5.67       6.33 5.80       3.16       4.24        5.98 

7     5.00    7.50       6.50  N/A   N/A      N/A         N/A 

8     7.71    6.00       8.29 5.63       3.80       3.96        6.26 

9     9.00    8.00       9.00 7.78       4.78       1.56        7.33 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 Emotions associated with the lowest performance rating (i.e., 3) tended to be 

dysfunctional and unpleasant, with a moderate arousal level.  Attributions associated with 

a lower perceived performance were unstable, under greater internal control than external 

control and had a moderate internal locus of control. 

 Moderate performance ratings (i.e., 4-6) were associated with pleasant and 

functional emotions and moderate arousal.  Attributions were unstable moving towards 

stable in the higher performance ratings, while under low external control, with higher 

internal control and an internal locus. 

 Emotional responses from the higher performance ratings (i.e., 7-8) were 

associated with moderate arousal, while being perceived as functional and very pleasing.  

Attributions for performance level 8 were unstable with greater internal control, a 

moderate internal locus and low external control.  The highest performance rating, 9, was 

perceived as highly functional, pleasant, and provided high arousal.  Attributions were 
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moderately stable under high internal control and internal locus, and very little external 

control. 

Findings from the current investigation revealed associations between attributions 

and emotions with respect to several outcomes.  More specifically, affective ratings of 

arousal and pleasantness showed a general tendency to increase as perceived performance 

ratings increased, subsequently functionality of affective ratings also increased with 

performance ratings.  Additionally, attribution ratings demonstrated a general tendency to 

remain under internal control and locus, and stable as performance ratings increased, 

while external control decreased with increased performance. 

Purpose and Hypotheses of the Study 

The present study was designed to explore several issues related to athlete�s 

attributions and affect during the course of several competitions.  Experiences that an 

athlete may encounter during competition are presented as a competition continuum in 

Figure 2.4.  Two aspects of the model, attributions and affect were presented as the basis 

for the current study.  Unique responses given by each athlete in response to several 

competitive performance outcomes will be considered. 

 The primary aim of the present study was to explore the possible association or 

co-existence between affect and attributions over multiple competitions.  An additional 

goal of the present study was to identify affect-related performance-zones for arousal, 

pleasantness, and functionality and link them to attributional style.  Although particularly 

exploratory in nature, the benefit of identifying individualized affect-related 

performance-zones can be of practical use for both coaches and practitioners.  

Hypotheses 

(1) During periods of perceived favorable performance, the representative levels 

of affective components, (i.e., arousal and pleasantness), including perceived 

functionality will be higher compared with periods of unfavorable perceived 

performance. 

(2) Attributions associated with periods of favorable perceived performance will 

demonstrate greater internalization, personal control, and stability, than attributions given 

in unfavorable perceived performances.  
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(3) Female athletes will demonstrate a more �attributionally modest profile� 

compared with their male counterparts; such that, females following successful outcomes 

will downplay their successes while showing greater controllability, compared to male 

athletes.  

 (a) Following successful outcomes, female and male participants alike will  

elicit increased ratings of internal control, locus, and stability while de-

emphasizing external control. 

 (b) Following unsuccessful outcomes, female participants will  

demonstrate moderate ratings of internal control, locus, stability, with 

increased ratings of external control. 

 (c) Following unsuccessful outcomes, male participants will demonstrate  

decreased ratings of internal control, external locus, and instability, while 

ratings of external control increase. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

 

Participants 

 Seven varsity cross country runners, 3 male and 4 female from a major Southern 

Division I NCAA affiliated university voluntarily participated in the study.  Their ages 

ranged from 19 to 22 years old and they are regionally/nationally ranked in their event.  

Instrumentation 

Informed consent (Appendix A).  This form details what will be asked of the 

participants, the right of the participants to withdraw from the study at any time, and the 

assurance of anonymity of the participant�s data.  This form was approved by the lead 

researcher�s Human Subjects Committee, and was used to obtain written permission from 

the participants for their participation in this study. 

 Two performance packets were used in the study: pre-race and post-race.  The 

pre-race packet consisted of a demographic questionnaire, a perceived outcome form and 

affect grid. 

Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix B).  The demographic questionnaire form 

consisted of the following details: age, student classification (i.e., Freshman, Sophomore, 

etc.), distance classification (i.e., Middle, or Long Distance), typical event participation 

during meets (i.e., a combination of 1500M, 5k or 10k; ), preferred event (i.e., 1500M, 5k 

or 10k), best time of the preferred event, and a target or goal time for the particular event 

during the season, as well as other goals for the season. 

Perceived Outcome Form (Appendix C).  This form was developed by the 

researcher, and consists of three relatively short questions pertaining to the athlete�s 

perceptions/expectation of his or her upcoming performance.  The first question asked the 

athlete to identify with ten particulars that they may encounter during the upcoming race, 

such as a �Strong Start,� �Even Pace,� �Strong Finish,� �Focus,� �Work with Pack,� 
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�Maintain Contact,� and �Relax.�  The athlete was then asked to circle a percentage from 

0% (Not Successful) to 100% (Very Successful) of �how successfully you will perform 

each particular?�  The second question asked the athlete to relate his or her confidence 

level to the other runners in the race.  In particular, this question asks them to circle a 

percentage ranging from 0% to 100% of runners whom they expect to finish in front of in 

this race.  The third question asks the athletes to rate how they expect to finish the race in 

comparison to their own standard.  The five responses range from 1 (�Much Below my 

Regular Standard�) through 3 (�Meeting my Regular Standard�) to 5 (�Much Above my 

Regular Standard�).   

Affect Grid.  The Affect Grid (Russel, Weiss, & Mendelsohn, 1989; Appendix D) 

is a quick measure to identify pleasantness and arousal, consisting of a 9 x 9 grid, 

allowing for rapid and repeated use.  �Pleasant� and �unpleasant� feelings are rated on 

the grid horizontally, while �high� and �low� arousal are rated on the grid vertically.  

Therefore, the top left and top right of the grid are described by the terms �stress� (i.e., 

high arousal and unpleasant) and �excitement,� (i.e., high arousal and pleasant) 

respectively, while the bottom left and right are described by the terms �depression� and 

�relaxation,� respectively.  The runners were directed to mark an �X� inside the box that 

best represented their �affective state� prior to the competition.  These affect components 

are scored on a 1 to 9 grid, where 1 represents low on the category (i.e., arousal and 

pleasantness), and 9 represents high on these two dimensions.   

Ample evidence exists in support of the grid as a valid two-dimensional measure 

of affect (Russell, 1979; Russell et al., 1989; Russell & Mehrabiam, 1977; Watson & 

Tellegen, 1985).  Previous research by Russell and Mehrabiam (1977) utilizing 42-verbal 

report scales provided predictive evidence for affect on nearly three independent and 

bipolar dimensions, pleasure-displeasure, degree of arousal, and dominance-

submissiveness.  However, the dominance-submissiveness dimension accounted for the 

least variance among the three, supporting use of a two-dimensional grid.   

Although psychometric properties are limited Russell et al. (1989) utilized three 

studies to analyze the psychometric properties of the affect grid.  Studies included college 

aged participants, who used the Affect Grid to rate external stimuli to describe (a) group 

ratings of emotion-related words, (b) group ratings of facial expressions of emotion, and 
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(c) individual ratings of facial expressions.  A fourth study was conducted to collect self-

reported data of current mood against two other scales, Watson, Clark, and Tellegen�s 

Postive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; 1988) and Mehrabian and Russell�s 

(1974) scales of pleasure and arousal to determine the Affect Grid�s discriminant and 

predictive validity.  In this study participants were asked to describe their current mood 

by means of the affect grid, as well as two other affect scales purporting to measure 

arousal and pleasantness.  In this way, the researchers were able to assess its convergent, 

discriminant, and predictive validity and allowed for interjudge reliability.  These 

measures allowed for the evaluation of convergent and discriminant validity.   

Raedeke, Stein, and Schmidt�s (1993) research supported the construct and 

criterion validity of the utilizing 72 undergraduates involved in various levels of sport 

(i.e., intramural through intercollegiate athletics).  The participants completed several 

instruments during the course of this study.  The affect grid�s felt arousal and 

pleasantness continua were found to be independent (r = .11), supporting the construct 

validity of the grid.   

In addition to the grid, two questions were administered.  The first requested the 

athletes to rate how helpful they believe their affective state is for their performance (i.e., 

functionality).  The response continuum ranges from 1 (Unhelpful) to 9 (Very Helpful).  

The second question requested the athletes to rate their perceived quality of their current 

performance level, ranging from 1 (Very Poor) to 9 (Excellent).  The inclusion of these 

two questions allowed the linkage of the state of affect the athletes report to their 

perceived functionality. 

Post-Race Packet 

This packet consisted of a race performance grid, multiple copies of the affect 

grid, and Causal Dimension Scale-II (CDS-II; McAuley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992). 

Race Performance Grid.  The athletes were directed to draw a graphical 

performance representation of their just completed competition.  This chart consisted of a 

continuous line from �Competition Start� to �Competition Finish.�  It allowed the 

athletes to show how they felt during the competition, ranging from �excellent� to �very 

poor� (see Figure 3.1 for an example). 
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(PHASES) 

       PERFORMANCE 1            2          3                 4                     5            PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 3.1.  Hypothetical graphical representation of a race from start to finish. 

 Based upon the graphical performance representation, the race was broken down 

into performance phases.  The example in Figure 3.1 is segmented into 5 performance 

phases, and can be described using the phase terminology (e.g., positive, positive-flat, 

negative, and negative-flat).  Phases 1 and 5 illustrate positive phases, best described as a 

performance which shows a linear increase during which the athlete feels his or her 

performance improved.  A positive-flat performance phase is depicted in phase two, 

which is best described as a phase during which the athlete�s performance has a plateau 

profile, above the �average� categorization.  Phase 3 illustrates a negative phase, during 

which performance decreases, from either a plateau or positive direction.  Finally, Phase 

4 illustrates an example of a negative-flat phase.  This particular phase is described as a 

period during the competition during that performance is perceived as a plateau within 

the �below average,� or lower continuum of performance ratings. 

Causal Dimension Scale.  (CDS-II; McAuley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992; 

Appendix E).  Participants were asked to write three reasons, or causes, for the event or 

performance outcome.  For each cause, the participant answers a series of 12 questions 

concerning his or her impressions of the cause of his or her performance.  Questions are 

scored on a 1 to 9 Likert-Type scale and separated into four sub-scales, three questions 

per scale (i.e., locus of causality, stability, personal control, and external control).  The 

following are examples of items from the four sub-scales: (a) locus of causality, �reflects 

an aspect of yourself�reflects an aspect of the situation,� (b) stability, �stable over 

time�variable over time,� (c) personal control, �over which you have power�over 

which you have no power,� and (d) external control, �over which others have 
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control�over which others have no control,� respectively.  The scores for each 

dimension are obtained by summing the three corresponding items for each subscale.  

Ratings range from 3 to 27, where a higher rating indicates higher agreement (i.e., the 

higher the score the more stable, externally and internally controlled and internal locus 

the athlete presents) with each sub-scale.  

Psychometric properties, reliability and construct (factorial) validity for the CDS-

II were obtained through four separate studies, utilizing participants� outcome responses 

throughout a variety of performance settings: (a) a midterm examination, (b) one-on-one 

basketball competition, (c) motor performance in a laboratory exercise test, and (d) 

performance of a graded gymnastics routine (McAuley et al., 1992).  Utilizing data 

gathered from the studies, average internal consistency coefficients (i.e., Cronbach�s 

alpha) for the four subscales were: (a) locus of causality, .67; (b) stability, .67; (c) 

personal control, .79; and (d) external control, .82.  A confirmatory factor analysis was 

used to test the factoral validity of the scale.  Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) was .958, with 

a chi-square/df ratio of 2.0, providing an excellent fit for the 4-factor model to the data.   

Procedure 

 Once given permission by the coach to attend an early season cross country 

practice, the researcher invited any interested athletes to voluntarily participate in the 

study.  Of those athletes who express interest, three males and four female participants 

volunteer to take part in the study.  Participants met with the researcher several times 

prior to the commencement of the study to become familiar with the terminology, 

questionnaires, and response formats for both the pre- and post-race packets.   

Approximately one hour prior to the competition, the researcher provided the pre-

race packet to the athlete.  Athletes were advised that all materials were relevant to the 

upcoming race.  After collecting their pre-race packets, athletes returned to normal pre-

race activities, and subsequently the competition.   

Within thirty-six hours post race, the athletes were asked to meet with the 

researcher to fill out the post-race measures.  Athletes then closed their eyes and were 

asked to imagine the race and to think about how they felt at the start, during the race, 

and at the finish.  Next, the runners were asked to draw a continuous line/curve from the 

start to finish, using the example in Figure 3.1 as a hypothetical example.  After 
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completing the performance grid, the researcher sat down with the athletes individually 

and segmented the grid into performance phases, which occurred during the race (i.e., 

positive shift, positive-flat, negative shift, and negative-flat).  Following the identification 

of the race performance phases the athletes were asked to fill out the CDS-II for each 

phase of the race with corresponding affect grids.  For example, if the athlete identified 

four phases, then he or she filled out a CDS-II measure and affect grid for phases one, 

two, three, and four.  Additionally, he or she filled out a CDS-II and affect grid for 

overall race satisfaction. 

Data Analysis 

Each participant�s data was gathered independently over the course of the season.  

Analyses included three specific components for each individual participant.  First, 

attributions were contrasted within each of the identified performance phases, (e.g., 

positive, negative-flat, etc.) for each race.  Second, using the Kamata, Tenenbaum, and 

Hanin (2002) probabilistic method affect-related zones of performance were defined for 

each performer using data of the affect grid and perceived performance.  Finally, 

attributional responses were contrasted within the identified affect-related performance 

zones (e.g., poor, moderate, and optimal).  Results were then collapsed across 

participants, such that further investigations can be conducted to determine possible 

patterns among and across participants and competitions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 This chapter is divided into two separate sections.  The first introduces data on 

each athlete�s competitive season, female then male athletes.  The second section infers 

gender differences/similarities among runners with respect to the study�s hypotheses.  

Female Participants 

 Individual race data (KN).  Graphical representations of races one through three 

for runner KN are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.  For illustrative purposes, phases 

were numbered across the top of the graph, as well as broken by black vertical lines.  

Descriptive statistics for each individual race for this athlete are presented in Appendix F. 

Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1            2          3            4           5               6           PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.1.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by KN. 
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Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE       1                2                          3                              PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.2.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by KN. 

Race 3 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE   1                             2                             3        4       PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.3.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by KN. 

 During the competitive season runner KN competed in three races, during which 

she demonstrated 13 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of 

arousal and pleasantness, their perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.1. 

 Phases identified as positive (k = 2) for this runner were moderately arousing and 

pleasant with slightly higher levels of perceived functionality and performance.  

Attributions were under moderate levels of internal control and locus, while unstable 

under very low external control. 

 Three phases were identified as positive-flat.  These phases had slightly higher 

levels of arousal and pleasantness than the previous phase, although perceived 

functionality and performance declined.  Attributions remained unstable, with an increase 

in external control and slight decreases in internal control and locus. 
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 Negative phases (k = 6) were associated with moderately-low levels of arousal, 

pleasantness, functionality, and perceived performance.  Attributions for this phase were 

very similar with those of the positive phases.   

 Those phases identified as negative-flat (k = 2) were moderately arousing, 

unpleasant, and nonfunctional, and were associated with a low perceived performance.  

Negative-flat phase attributions were unstable and under extremely low external control 

with a moderate locus and moderate to low internal control. 

Table 4.1  

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner KN. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      2     5.5     4.5       6.5      6.0   5.6  2.3 2.7 5.5 

Positive-Flat      3     6.0     5.7       5.7      5.0   4.5  5.2 2.8 4.8 

Negative      6     4.3     3.5       4.0      4.0   5.9  2.6 3.0 5.2 

Negative-Flat      2     4.0     3.0       3.0      3.0   5.3  1.5 2.5 3.9 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of the mean affective components of arousal and 

pleasantness and functionality as a function of race phase for runner KN are presented in 

Figure 4.4.  As race phases proceed from positive to negative-flat, affective component of 

arousal and pleasantness peak during positive-flat phases while illustrating steep 

decreases for both the negative and negative-flat phases.  Affective functionality shows a 

steady decline from positively identified to negatively-flat identified phases. 
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Figure 4.4.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of phase for runner KN. 

 A graphical representation of attributional dimension ratings as a function of race 

phase is illustrated in Figure 4.5.  Throughout the four race phases attributions remain 

unstable, under moderate external control during positive-flat phases, while locus and 

internal control remain moderate throughout. 
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Figure 4.5.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner KN. 

 Across race results (KN).  Each phase of each race was associated with a 

perceived race performance, ranging from 1-9 (e.g., ratings 1-3 are poor, 4-6 moderate, 

and 7-9 are excellent).  Runner KN rated her runs phases (k = 13) from 2-7.  For each 
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performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all the 

phases in her three races.  These results are presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner KN. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Lcs   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       4    3.0    2.75          2.50     6.56     2.33      3.00     5.42 

  Moderate      8    5.5    4.63          5.50     4.71     2.87      2.72     4.46 

  Excellent      1    7.0    5.00          6.00     6.00     3.50      2.67     6.00 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 The perceived performance category of �poor� (i.e., ratings of 1-3) comprised 4 

phases during the three competitions, tended to be perceived as very unpleasant, under-

arousing, and dysfunctional.  Attributions associated with this performance category were 

unstable, under low external control, moderate internal control and locus. 

 Moderate performance ratings, comprised 8 total phases, and were associated with 

moderate arousal, pleasantness, and functionality.  Attributions remained unstable with 

low external control, while locus and internal control decreased slightly. 

 Affective responses for the excellent performance category were highly arousing 

but only moderately pleasant.  Their affective state was perceived as moderately 

functional.  Attributions remained unstable, with increases of both the internal and 

external control and internal locus. 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 

is shown in Figure 4.6.  Increases in perceived performance were associated with an 

increase in arousal and pleasantness.  Both have been seen also as more functional (i.e., 

supportive). 
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Figure 4.6.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of attribution dimensions (i.e., locus, external control, 

stability, and internal control) as a function of perceived performance is represented in 

Figure 4.7.  Stability was the only attributional dimension remaining stable across levels 

of perceived performance though rated very low.  In contrast, external control increased 

slightly from poor to excellent performance, but the athlete perceived it as less pertinent.  

All performances were perceived under internal control and locus, but these were noted 

mainly when performance was perceived as either poor or excellent. 
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Figure 4.7.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 A graphical representation of runner KN�s affect-related performance-zones for 

arousal is presented in Figure 4.8.   
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Figure 4.8.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner KN. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the performance zones are presented 

in Table 4.3.  Attributions in the optimal performance (P[OP]) zone were perceived as 

unstable, under low external control and under moderate internal control and locus.  The 
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moderate/below performance category (P[Mo/B]) attributions were perceived as unstable 

and under low internal and external control, and somewhat external locus.  Poor 

performance (P[PP]) attributions were perceived as instable and associated with low 

external control, moderate levels of internal control and a slightly higher internal locus of 

causality.  Moderate performance above optimal (P[Mo/A]) attributions were perceived 

as unstable, moderate levels of internal and external control and locus. 

Table 4.3 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus      External   Stability   Internal 

Performance Zone          Control     Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Moderate/Above 6.21-9.00   5.1          4.3      3.0       5.2 

Optimal  5.09-6.20   5.7          2.7      2.7       5.6 

Moderate/Below 3.80-5.08   3.9          2.9      2.6       3.4 

Poor   1.00-3.79   6.6          2.3      3.0       5.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of runner KN�s affect-related performance-zones for 

pleasantness is presented in Figure 4.9.   
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Figure 4.9.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner KN. 

Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related performance 

zones are presented in Table 4.4.  Attributions in the optimal performance (P[OP]) zone 

were unstable, under low external control and under moderate internal control and locus 

of causality.  The moderate/below performance category (P[Mo/B]) attributions were 

perceived as unstable and under very low external and internal control and low internal as 

well as external locus of causality.  Poor performance (P[PP]) attributions were perceived 

as unstable, and were associated with low external control, moderate levels of internal 

control and moderate internal causality.  Moderate performance above optimal (P[Mo/A]) 

attributions were unstable, with moderate levels of internal and external control and 

locus. 
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Table 4.4 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus      External   Stability   Internal 

Performance Zone          Control     Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Moderate/Above 5.01-9.0   4.9          4.5      2.9       5.1 

Optimal  3.64-5.0   5.7          2.7      2.7       5.6 

Moderate/Below 3.07-3.63   3.6          1.8      2.6       2.8 

Poor   1.0-3.06   6.6          2.3      3.0       5.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Graphical summaries of the affective-related (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

fluctuations within their respective optimal zones for three competitions are illustrated in 

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), respectively.   
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Figure 4.10(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 3 competitions for 

runner KN. 
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Figure 4.10(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 3 competitions 

for runner KN. 

 

 The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the dashed horizontal lines.  In addition, representative levels of arousal 

and pleasantness during the phases are illustrated by triangles and crosses, respectively.  

During her three runs KN was within her optimal arousal levels 23% of the time (i.e., 3 of 

13 phases; phase 3 of race 2 and phases 2 and 3 of race 3), see Figure 4.10(a).  In 

contrast, she felt nearly 38% of the time (i.e., 5 of 13 phases; phases 3-5 of race 1, and 

phase 1 of both race 2 and 3) during the season actively competing within her optimal 

zone for pleasantness, see Figure 4.10(b). 

 Individual race data (MU).  Graphical representations of races one through four 

for runner MU are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.  For illustrative purposes, 

phases were numbered across the top of the graph, as well as broken by black vertical 

lines.  Descriptive statistics for each individual race for this athlete are presented in 

Appendix G. 
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Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1                2                      3                  4         5        PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.11.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by MU. 

Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1                   2                3           4                5           PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.12.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by MU. 

Race 3 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE     1                2              3                      4                    PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.13.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by MU. 
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Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1                   2                                3                           PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.14.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by MU. 

 During the competitive season runner MU competed in four races, during which 

she demonstrated 17 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of 

arousal and pleasantness, their perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.5 and Figure 4.15. 

 Positive phases (k = 5) were seen as highly arousing and moderately pleasant and 

functional.  In addition, perceived performance was highly moderate.  Attributions 

associated unstable and under low external control with moderate internal control and 

locus of causality. 

 Positive-flat phase (k = 4) entailed moderate arousal and pleasantness and 

moderate functionality, with only a moderately perceived performance.  Attributions 

associated with positive-flat phases remained unstable and under low external control 

with slightly decreased levels of internal control and locus compared to positive phases. 

 Negative phases (k = 7) comprised the largest portion of race phases; affective 

components, functionality, and performance were all moderately scored.  Associated 

attributions showed slightly lower external control and stability compared with positive-

flat phases, with comparable levels of internal control and locus with that of the positive 

phases. 

 Only one phase during the competitions demonstrated negative-flat 

characteristics.  Arousal and pleasantness were at their lowest levels and perceived as 

slightly dysfunctional with moderately-low perceived performance.  Attributions were 
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unstable, under extremely low internal control, low external control, and moderate locus 

of causality. 

Table 4.5  

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner MU. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      5     7.2     5.2       5.8      6.6   5.2  3.3 3.1 6.0 

Positive-Flat      4     5.8     5.5       5.5      5.8   4.5  3.7 2.9 4.5 

Negative      7     5.7     4.6       5.1      5.8   5.4  2.9 2.3 5.3 

Negative-Flat      1     4.0     3.0       4.0      4.0   5.8  3.8 3.9 1.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical illustration of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.15.  

Throughout race phases affective components and their perceived functionality remain 

stable in relation to one another, with slight deviations of higher arousal in positive 

phases and a lower rating of pleasantness during negative-flat phases. 
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Figure 4.15.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of race phase for runner MU. 

 Attributional ratings as a function of race phases are illustrated in Figure 4.16.  

External control and stability remain somewhat stable in relation with one another staying 

low throughout race phases, while locus of causality and internal control ratings remain 

stable with each other until their major separation during the negative-flat phase, where 

internal control is at its lowest level.  One should note that internal locus and control were 

rated high compared to the stability and external control dimensions. 
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Figure 4.16.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner MU. 
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 Across race results (MU).  Each phase of each race was associated with a 

perceived race performance, ranging from 1-9 (e.g., ratings 1-3 are poor, 4-6 moderate, 

and 7-9 are excellent).  Runner MU rated her run phases (k = 17) from 4-9; none of her 

performance races were scored below 4, eliminating a poor category.  For each 

performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all the 

phases in her four races.  These results are presented in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner MU. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Loc   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor      N/A    N/A    N/A          N/A     N/A     N/A      N/A     N/A 

  Moderate      9    4.89    4.11          4.56     5.31     3.03      2.77     4.00 

  Excellent      8    7.38    5.75          6.25     4.95     3.53      2.82     6.33 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and its 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., moderate and excellent) is 

shown in Figure 4.17.  As perceived performance graduates from moderate to excellent, 

both affective components, and their functionality strengthen increase substantially. 
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Figure 4.17.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus of causality, 

external control, internal control, and stability) as a function of perceived performance is 

illustrated in Figure 4.18.  Though perceived performance progresses from moderate to 

excellent, attributions remain relatively unstable, under low external control, and with a 

moderate level of locus (i.e., in between internal-external locus); ratings of internal 

control increase dramatically compared with the other dimensions with perceived 

performance increase.   
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Figure 4.18.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 A graphical representation of participant MU affect-related performance-zones for 

arousal is presented in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner MU. 

 

 Attributional ratings associated with each phase of the performance-zones are 

presented in Table 4.7.  Attributions in the optimal performance (P[OP]) zone are 

perceived as unstable, under low external control, and moderate levels of internal control 
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and locus of causality.  The moderate performance category (P[MO]) attributions were 

perceived as unstable, under low external control, with similarly moderate levels of 

internal control and locus.  Poor performance (P[PP]) attributions had a moderate level of 

causality, unstable, and low levels of internal and external control.   

Table 4.7 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  6.38-9.0 5.0  3.5  2.8  6.3 

Moderate  5.01-6.37 5.0  3.1  2.6  4.9 

Poor   1.0-5.0  5.5  3.0  2.9  3.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant MU affect-related performance-zones for 

pleasantness are presented in Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.20.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner MU. 
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 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.8.  Attributions in the optimal performance 

(P[OP]) zone were unstable, under relatively low external control, with a moderate level 

of locus of causality, and moderately high level of internal control.  The moderate/below 

performance category (P[Mo/B]) attributions were perceived as unstable, under low 

external control, with moderate levels of causality and internal control.  The poor/below 

performance category (P[P/B]) attributions had a moderate level of causality, while 

remaining unstable, with relatively low levels of internal and external control.  The 

moderate/above performance category (P[Mo/A]) attributions were perceived as 

extremely unstable, with moderate levels of causality, internal and external control.  The 

poor/above performance category (P[P/A]) attributions were relatively unstable, under 

low external control, low internal control, and under a moderate locus of causality. 

Table 4.8 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Poor/Above  7.17-9.0 6.2  1.7  3.7  3.3 

Moderate/Above 5.93-8.19 4.6  4.1  1.2  3.8 

Optimal  4.28-7.16 5.0  3.5  2.8  6.3 

Moderate/Below 3.72-4.27 5.2  2.8  3.1  5.3 

Poor/Below  1.0-3.71 5.4  3.3  2.7  3.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during the four competitions are illustrated in Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.21(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions. 
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Figure 4.21(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions. 

The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the horizontal lines of varying thickness and open boxes or triangles.  In 

addition, representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the phases are 

illustrated by boxes and triangles, respectively.  During the season this particular athlete 

was engaged within her optimal arousal levels 53% of the time (i.e., 9 of 17 phases; 
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phase 1,2, & 4 of race 1 and phases 1-4 of race 2, phase 3 of race 3, and phase 1 of race 

4).  Similarly, she spent nearly 53% (i.e., 9 of 17 phases; phases 1 & 3 of race 1, phases 

1, 2, 4, & 5 of race 2, phases 1 & 3 of race 3, and phase 1 of race 4) of the season actively 

competing within her optimal zone for pleasantness.   

Individual race data (LB).  Graphical representations of races one through four 

for runner LB are shown in Figures 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25.  Descriptive statistics for 

each individual race for this athlete are presented in Appendix H. 

Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1            2             3                    4                              PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.22.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by LB. 

Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1                                 2                         3                    PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.23.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by LB. 
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Race 3 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1            2                              3                PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.24.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by LB. 

Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1           2          3           4                  5                       PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.25.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by LB. 

 During the competitive season runner LB competed in four races, during which 

she demonstrated 15 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of 

arousal and pleasantness, their perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.9. 

 Phases identified as positive (k = 4) for this runner were moderately arousing, 

pleasant, and functional with a moderately perceived performance.  Attributions were 

under moderate levels of internal control and locus, while unstable and under low 

external control. 

 Seven phases were identified as positive-flat.  These phases had slightly lower 

levels of arousal and pleasantness than the previous phase, including perceived 

functionality and performance.  Attributions remained unstable, with low external 

control, and moderate levels of causality and internal control. 
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 Negative phases (k = 2) were associated with a moderately-low level of arousal, 

while pleasant and somewhat functional, with a low level of perceived performance.  

Attributions remained unstable with a decrease in external control, increases in internal 

control and locus of causality into the moderate range.  

 Those phases identified as negative-flat (k = 2) were moderately arousing, 

pleasant, and moderately functional, and were associated with a low perceived 

performance.  Negative-flat phase attributions were unstable, and under low external 

control with a moderately-high locus and internal control. 

Table 4.9 

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner LB. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      4     5.8     6.3       6.0      5.0    5.3  3.1 3.0     5.3 

Positive-Flat      7     5.7     5.3       5.6      4.6    4.6  3.2 2.6     5.1 

Negative      2     3.5     5.0       4.0      2.5    5.7  2.8 2.2     5.8 

Negative-Flat      2     6.5     5.0       4.5      2.5    6.2  2.6 2.4     6.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical illustration of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.26.  

The positive and positive-flat phases affective components and their perceived 

functionality remain somewhat stable in relation to each other, and relatively high.  

During the negative and negative-flat phases, however, affective components 

demonstrate greater separation, i.e., arousal is low during the negative phase and 

increases dramatically during the negative-flat phase. 
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Figure 4.26.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of phase for runner LB. 

 Attributional ratings as a function of race phases are illustrated in Figure 4.27.  

Attributional dimensions of external control and stability remain stable and low across 

phases while locus of causality and internal control ratings remain stable and moderate 

for all race phases.  
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Figure 4.27.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner LB. 
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 Across race results (LB).  Runner LB rated her run phases (k = 15) from 1-7.  For 

each performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all 

the phases in her four races.  These results are presented in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner LB. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Loc   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       5    5.6    4.6          4.2     6.0     2.4      2.4       6.1 

  Moderate      9    5.7    5.7          5.7     4.9     3.3      2.7       5.3 

  Excellent      1    5.0    8.0          8.0     3.3     3.6      2.7       3.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

The perceived performance category of �poor� (i.e., ratings of 1-3) comprised 5 

phases during her four competitions, these phases were perceived as moderately arousing 

and pleasant, and somewhat functional.  Attributions associated with this performance 

category were unstable, under low external control, with moderate levels of internal 

control and locus of causality. 

Moderate performance ratings, comprised 9 total phases, and were associated with 

equal intensities of arousal, pleasantness, and functionality.  Associated attributions 

remained unstable, under moderately-low external control, while showing slight 

decreases in internal control and causality compared with the poor performance category 

(in contrast to the previous runners). 

Affective responses for the lone excellent performance category were extremely 

pleasant and perceived as highly functional, but only moderately arousing.  Attributions 

remained unstable, with low external and internal control.  Locus of causality was 

perceived as external during the excellent phase by LB. 

A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 
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is shown in Figure 4.28.  Increases in perceived performance were associated with 

increases in pleasantness and perceived functionality, while arousal levels remain 

somewhat stable and only slightly decrease during excellent performances. 
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Figure 4.28.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus of causality, 

external control, internal control, and stability) as a function of perceived performance is 

represented in Figure 4.29.  Attributional dimensions of locus and internal control 

gradually decreased throughout the performance categories.  In contrast, stability 

remained low throughout the performances while external control gradually increased 

throughout though remained under the mid-point (i.e., 4.5).  This attributional pattern is 

different from the previous runners� pattern. 
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Figure 4.29.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of participant LB arousal-related performance-zones 

are presented in Figure 4.30. 
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Figure 4.30.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner LB. 
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 Attributional ratings associated with each of the performance-zones are presented 

in Table 4.11.  Attributions in the optimal performance-zone (P[OP]) were perceived as 

unstable, having a moderately-low locus of causality and external control, and a moderate 

level of internal control.  The moderate/below performance-zone (P[Mo/B]) attributions 

remained unstable, under moderately-low external control, and moderate levels of 

internal control and locus.  Poor performance (P[P/B]) attributions were extremely 

unstable and under very low levels of external control, with moderately-high levels of 

internal control and locus of causality.  Poor performance above optimal (P[P/A]) 

attributions had moderately-low stability and external control, with moderate levels of 

internal control and causality.  The moderate performance above optimal (P[Mo/A]) 

attributions were unstable, under very low external control, with moderate levels of 

internal control and locus of causality. 

Table 4.11 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones for runner LB. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Poor/Above  7.76-9.0   5.4  3.3  3.4  5.3 

Moderate/Above 7.60-7.75   5.8  1.9  2.4  5.7 

Optimal  4.36-7.59   3.8  3.7  2.6  4.4 

Moderate/Below 3.80-4.35   5.5  3.6  3.1  5.8 

Poor/Below  1.0-3.79   6.3  1.7  1.7  6.6 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant LB affect-related performance-zones for 

pleasantness is presented in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.31.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner LB. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.12.  Attributions in the optimal performance-

zone (P[OP]) were unstable, under moderate internal control, and moderately-low levels 

of locus of causality and external control.  Moderate performance-zone (P[Mo]) 

attributions remain unstable, with low external control, and increases in internal control 

and locus compared with optimal performance category ratings.  Poor performance-zone 

(P[PP]) attributions remained unstable with a decrease in external control, and gradual 

increases in internal control and causality compared with moderate category ratings. 
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Table 4.12 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones for runner 

LB. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  6.06-9.0   3.8  3.7  2.6  4.4 

Moderate  4.69-6.05   5.6  2.9  2.8  5.7 

Poor   1.0-4.68   6.0  2.4  2.4  6.1 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during four competitions are illustrated in Figure 4.32 
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Figure 4.32(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions for 

runner LB. 
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Figure 4.32(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions 

for runner LB. 

 

The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the horizontal lines of varying thickness and open boxes or triangles, 

respectively.  In addition, representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the 

phases are illustrated by the solid lines with full boxes and triangles, respectively.  During 

the season this particular athlete was engaged within her optimal arousal levels 46% of 

the time (i.e., 7 of 15 phases; phases 1 & 2, of race 1; phases 2 & 3 of race 2; and phases 

1, 4, & 5 of race 4).  In contrast, she spent 60% (i.e., 9 of 15 phases; phases 1 & 3 of race 

1, phases 1-3, of race 3, and phases 1, & 3-5 of race 4) of the season actively competing 

within her optimal zone for pleasantness.   

Individual race data (CL).  Graphical representations of races one through four 

for runner CL are shown in Figures 4.33, 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36.  Descriptive statistics for 

each individual race for this athlete are presented in Appendix I. 
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Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1            2          3                      4             5        6     PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.33.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by CL. 

Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE  1    2               PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.34.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by CL. 

Race 3 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1          2           3                             4                          PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.35.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by CL. 
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Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE       1      2               3               PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.36.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by CL. 

 During the competitive season runner CL competed in four races, during which 

she demonstrated 15 phase fluctuations.  Attributional and affective components of 

arousal and pleasantness, their perceived functionality and performance are presented in 

Table 4.13. 

 Phases identified as positive (k = 2) for this runner were arousing and slightly 

unpleasant, with affective components perceived as highly functional, with only a 

moderate perceived performance.  Attributions were moderate in external control and 

stable, with moderately-high internal control and locus of causality. 

 Positive-flat phases (k = 6) occurred most frequently and were both highly 

arousing and pleasant and functional in nature, although performance was only perceived 

as moderately-high.  Attributions associated with this phase approached stable, under low 

external control and were under greater internal control and locus than positive phases. 

 The negative phases (k = 5) had the second highest frequency and were associated 

with mildly arousing and somewhat unpleasant affect, both perceived as dysfunctional, 

and a low perceived performance.  Negative phase attributions were rated high internal 

causality, moderately-high internal control, with low external control, and relatively 

unstable. 

 Negative-flat phases (k = 2) while moderately arousing were unpleasant, and 

perceived as dysfunctional, and contributed to a very low perceived performance.  

Attributions remained unstable and under very low external control, with high levels of 

internal control and locus. 
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Table 4.13 

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner CL. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      2      6.0     3.5       8.0       5.5    6.3  4.8 4.3      5.9 

Positive-Flat      6      7.3     7.8       7.8       6.5    6.5  2.0 3.6      6.3 

Negative      5      5.4     3.4       2.8       2.8    7.7  1.3 3.3      5.8 

Negative-Flat      2      5.0     2.0       2.0       2.0    8.8  1.0 2.9      8.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical illustration of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.37.  

Throughout the performance phases arousal remains the most stable affective component, 

with pleasantness peaking during positive-flat phase and declining during negatively 

associated phase.  Perceived functionality is most apparent during positively associated 

phases and decreasing during negative and negative-flat phases. 
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Figure 4.37.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of phase for runner CL. 
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 Attributional ratings as a function of race phases are depicted in Figure 4.38.  

Attributional dimensions of high internal control and locus of causality remain stable 

throughout the phases, increasing from positive to negatively associated phases, with a 

slight deviation during the negative phase. In contrast, dimensions of stability and 

external control show a decrease from positively to negatively associated performance 

phases. 
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Figure 4.38.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner CL. 

 Across race results (CL).  Runner CL rated her run performance phases (k = 15) 

from 1-9.  For each performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were 

averaged across all the phases in her four races.  These results are presented in Table 

4.14. 
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Table 4.14 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner CL. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Lcs   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       7    5.1    2.7          2.4     8.0     1.2      2.9       7.1 

  Moderate      4    5.5    6.3          7.5     6.9     2.6      4.1       6.5 

  Excellent      4    8.8    7.8          8.5     6.3     2.8      3.4       5.6 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 The perceived performance category of �poor� (i.e., ratings of 1-3) comprised 7 

phases during the runner�s four competitions; these phases were perceived as moderately 

arousing, unpleasant, and dysfunctional.  Associated attributions were unstable, under 

very low external control, while under both high internal control and internal locus. 

 Moderately perceived performance ratings, comprising 4 phases, were mildly 

arousing and pleasant, in addition to being highly functional.  Attributions were mildly 

stable, under low external control, with moderately-high internal control and causality. 

 Performance ratings for the excellent category had highly arousing and pleasant 

affective component, while also being perceived as highly functional.  Associated 

attributions were under low external control, unstable, while having a moderately internal 

locus and internal control. 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 

is depicted in Figure 4.39.  As perceived performance increases pleasantness and 

perceived functionality increase in a relative stable manner with respect to one another.  

Arousal on the other hand, is moderately stable during the poor and moderate categories 

and increases during the excellent performance category. 
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Figure 4.39.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus of causality, 

external control, stability, and internal control) as a function of perceived performance is 

represented in Figure 4.40.  Dimensions of causality and internal control are relatively 

high during the poor performance category, while decreasing during subsequent 

performance categories.  In contrast, external control and stability have relatively low 

ratings during poorly perceived performances and increasing during moderate and 

excellent performances. 
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Figure 4.40.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of participant CL arousal-related performance-zones 

are presented in Figure 4.41. 
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Figure 4.41.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner CL. 

 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the performance-zones are presented 

in Table 4.15.  Optimal performance-zone (P[OP]) attributions were under moderate 
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internal control and locus, with low external control, and mildly unstable.  The 

moderate/below performance-zone (P[Mo/B]) attributions remained under low external 

control and moderately stable, with increases to internal control and locus of causality 

compared to the optimal category.  Poor performance-zone (P[PP]) attributions were 

unstable, under very low external control, while internal control and locus increased to 

levels higher than those of the moderate/below performance-zone. 

Table 4.15 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones for runner CL. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  7.60-9.0   6.3  2.8  3.4  5.6 

Moderate/Below 5.49-7.59   6.9  2.6  4.1  6.5 

Poor   1.0-5.48   7.9  1.2  3.0  6.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant CL pleasantness-related performance-

zones is presented in Figure 4.42.  
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Figure 4.42.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner CL. 

 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.16.  Optimal performance-zone (P[OP]) 

attributions were mildly unstable, under low external control, with moderate levels of 

internal control and locus of causality.  The moderate/below performance-zone 

(P[Mo/B]) attributions were moderately stable, remaining under low external control, 

with levels of internal control and locus remaining constant with those of the optimal 

performance-zone.  Poor performance-zone (P[PP) attributions were unstable, under very 

low external control, with high levels of internal control and an internal locus. 
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Table 4.16 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  6.46-9.0   6.3  2.8  3.4  5.6 

Moderate/Below 4.85-6.45   6.6  2.6  4.0  5.6 

Poor   1.0-4.84   8.0  1.2  3.0  7.1 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during four competitions are depicted in Figure 4.43. 
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Figure 4.43(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions for 

runner CL. 
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Figure 4.43(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions 

for runner CL. 

 

 The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by horizontal lines of varying thickness with open boxes and triangles, 

respectively; representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the phases are 

depicted by solid lines with full boxes and triangles, respectively.  During the four 

competitions runner CL was actively competed within her optimal arousal level 40%) of 

the phases (i.e., 6 of 15 phases; phases 1, 5, & 6 of race 1; phase 1, race 2; phase 1, race 

3; phase 1, race 4).  In addition, this athlete competed within her optimal pleasantness 

level only 33% of the phases (i.e., 5 of 15 phases; phases 1 & 6, race 1; phases 1 & 2, 

race 3; phase 1, race 4).   

Male Participants 

Individual race data (IH).  Graphical representations of races one through four for 

runner IH are shown in Figures 4.44, 4.45, 4.46 and 4.47.  Descriptive statistics for each 

individual race for IH are presented in Appendix J. 
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Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1      2        3             4               5            6          PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.44.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by IH. 

Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1           2              3         4                5            6         PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.45.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by IH. 

Race 3 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1         2          3         4              5              6              PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 
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Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 
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Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.46.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by IH. 
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Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1      2           3                   4                5           6        PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.47.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by IH. 

 During the competitive season runner IH competed in four races, during which he 

demonstrated 24 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of arousal 

and pleasantness, in addition to perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.17.   

 Positive phases (k = 6) for this runner were moderately arousing and pleasant, 

while perceived as highly functional, with a moderate performance rating.  Attributions 

were stable, a moderately-low rating of external control, with moderate ratings of internal 

control and locus of causality. 

 Positively-flat phases (k = 7) were comprised of functionally arousing and 

pleasant affect, with a moderate performance.  Associated attributions were moderately 

stable, under moderately-low external control, with moderately-high internal control and 

locus of causality. 

 Those phases identified as negative (k = 6) were mildly arousing and pleasant, 

and somewhat dysfunctional, with a low perceived performance.  Attributions were 

mildly unstable, under low external control, with a moderate level of internal control and 

a moderately-high level of locus. 

 Negative-flat phase (k = 5) affect was moderately arousing and somewhat 

unpleasant, while perceived as somewhat dysfunctional and low performance.  

Associated attributions were similar to those of the positive phase, although the negative-

flat phase attributions demonstrated slightly low internal control. 
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Table 4.17 

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner IH. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      6      5.5     6.0       7.0      6.0   5.9  3.4 4.7      5.9 

Positive-Flat      7      6.4     6.1       6.7      6.3   6.4  3.8 4.3      6.1 

Negative      6      4.0     4.3       3.5      3.3   6.6  3.0 3.4      5.8 

Negative-Flat      5      5.4     3.4       3.6      2.6   5.6  3.6 4.2      4.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.48.  

Both affective components and their perceived functionality, remain relatively stable to 

one another throughout the race phases, with only arousal demonstrating departure during 

the negative-flat phase. 
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Figure 4.48.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of phase for runner IH. 
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 Attributional ratings as a function of race phase are illustrated in Figure 4.49  

Dimensions of causality and internal control, and stability and external control remain 

stable with one another through the phases, respectively, with the stability and internal 

control dimensions demonstrating slight convergence during the negative-flat phase. 
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Figure 4.49.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner IH. 

 

Across race results (IH).  Runner IH rated his running performance phases (k = 

24) from 2-8.  For each performance, affective and attributional dimensional ratings were 

averaged across all the phases in her four races.  These results are presented in Table 

4.18.   

Table 4.18 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner IH. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Loc   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       9    4.8    3.0          2.8     6.2     2.9      3.7       5.2 

  Moderate      9    5.0    5.8          6.2     6.0     3.9      4.8       5.9 

  Excellent      6    6.8    7.2          7.8     6.3     3.6      4.0       6.1 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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 The perceived performance category �poor� (i.e., ratings of 1-3) comprised 9 

phases during his four competitions.  These phases were perceived as moderately 

arousing unpleasant, and dysfunctional.  Attributions associated with this phase were 

mildly stable, under low external control, with moderate levels of internal control and 

locus of causality. 

 Moderately perceived performance ratings (k = 9) were moderately arousing and 

pleasant, while also perceived as functional.  Attributions were stable, under low to 

moderate external control, with similar levels of causality and internal control. 

 Affective responses for the excellent performance category were both arousing 

and highly pleasant, and functional.  Attributions were mildly stable, under low to 

moderate external control, with moderate levels of internal control and locus. 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 

is shown in Figure 4.50.  Increases in perceived performance lead to systemic increases in 

both the functionality of affective components and pleasantness, while arousal remains 

stable during poor and moderate categories, with an increase during excellent 

performances. 
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Figure 4.50.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 
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 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus of causality, 

external control, stability, and internal control) as a function of perceived performance is 

represented in Figure 4.51.  Increases in perceived performance were related to relatively 

highly stable ratings of internal control and locus of causality, while stability and external 

control peak during the moderately perceived performances, but remained low to 

moderate throughout all performance phases. 
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Figure 4.51.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of participant IH arousal-related performance-zones 

are presented in Figure 4.52. 
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Figure 4.52.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner IH. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the performance-zones are presented 

in Table 4.19.  Similar attributional ratings profiles exist for both the performance-zones 

of poor/above (P[P/A]) and poor/below (P[P/B]), with mildly stable attributions, under 

low external control, moderate internal control, and moderate to high locus of causality.  

The moderate/above optimal performance-zone (P[Mo/A]) attributions were stable, under 

moderate external control, with moderately-high internal control and locus.  Moderate 

performance below optimal zone (P[Mo/B]) attributions were stable, under mild external 

control, with moderate levels of internal control and causality.  Attributions in the 

optimal performance-zone (P[OP]) are perceived as moderately stable, under slightly 

moderate external control, with moderate to high levels of internal control and locus. 
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Table 4.19 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones for runner IH. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Poor/Above  7.17-9.0 7.3  2.9  3.2  5.8 

Moderate/Above 5.93-8.19 6.8  4.4  6.3  6.8 

Optimal  4.28-7.16 6.3  3.6  4.0  6.1 

Moderate/Below 3.72-4.27 6.2  3.6  5.0  5.9 

Poor/Below  1.0-3.71 6.0  2.9  3.7  5.1 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant IH pleasantness-related performance-

zones is presented in Figure 4.53. 
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Figure 4.53.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner IH. 
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 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.20.  Attributions in the optimal performance-

zone (P[OP]) were moderately stable, under low to moderate external control and 

moderate levels of internal control and locus of causality.  Moderate performance-zone 

(P[Mo]) attributions were similar to those of the optimal zone, with a slightly higher 

stability rating.  Poor performance-zone (P[PP]) attributions were mildly stable, under 

low external control, with moderate internal control and locus of causality levels. 

Table 4.20 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness and performance for runner IH. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  6.79-9.0 6.3  3.6  4.0  6.1 

Moderate  4.28-6.78 6.0  3.9  4.8  5.9 

Poor   1.0-4.27 6.2  2.9  3.7  5.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during four competitions are depicted in Figure 4.54. 
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Figure 4.54(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions for 

runner IH. 
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Figure 4.54(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions 

for runner IH. 

 

 The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the horizontal lines of varying thickness with open boxes and triangles, 

respectively.  In addition, representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the 

phases are illustrated by the solid line with full boxes and triangles, respectively.  During 

the season this particular runner was engaged within his optimal arousal levels 71% (i.e., 

17 of 24 phases; 1, 3-5, race 1; 1-6, race 2; 1, 4-6, race 3; 1, 4-5, race 4) of the time.  In 

contrast, he spent only 33% (i.e., 8 of 24 phases; 4 & 8, race 1; 1 & 3, race 2; 3, 5-6, race 

3; 5, race 4) of the season actively engaged competing within his optimal zone for 

pleasantness. 

Individual race data (KC).  Graphical representations of races one through four 

for runner KC are shown in Figures 4.55, 4.56, 4.57 and 4.58.  Descriptive statistics for 

each individual race for this athlete are presented in Appendix K. 
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Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE         1   2               3           4         5        PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 
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Good     Good 
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Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.55.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by KC. 

Race 2 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1        2           3             4    5           PERFORMANCE 
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START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.56.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by KC. 
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Figure 4.57.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by KC. 
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Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1  2        3                         4             PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.58.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by KC. 

 During the competitive season run KC competed in four races, during which he 

demonstrated 20 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of arousal 

and pleasantness, in addition to perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.21. 

 Phases identified as positive (k = 6) for this runner were moderately arousing, 

highly pleasant, functional, and a moderately perceived performance.  Associated 

attributions were stable, under low external control, with moderately-high internal 

control, and a moderate locus of causality. 

 Positively-flat identified phases (k = 6) were arousing, pleasant, functional, and 

perceived as moderate in performance.  Attributions were similar to the positive phase, 

with slightly lower stability and external control ratings. 

 Negative phases (k = 6) were mildly arousing and pleasant and perceived as a 

moderately functional for performance.  Attributions were mildly stable, under low 

external control, with moderate levels of internal control and locus of causality. 

 Phases identified as negative-flat (k = 2) were slightly arousing, unpleasant, with 

a low perceived performance rating with slightly dysfunction affective components.  

Attributions associated with this phase were slightly stable, under low external control, 

while under high internal control and moderate locus of causality. 
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Table 4.21 

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner KC. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      6      5.5     7.2       6.8      6.3   5.8  3.1 5.5      6.9 

Positive-Flat      6      6.5     6.3       6.5      6.3   6.0  2.7 5.1      6.6 

Negative      6      4.8     4.2       4.7      4.3   5.6  2.9 4.5      5.8 

Negative-Flat      2      3.5     3.0       3.5      2.0   6.3  2.2 3.4      7.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical illustration of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.59.  

Affective components and their perceived functionality decrease throughout while 

shifting from positive to negative phases, while remaining stable in relation to one 

another. 
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Figure 4.59.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of performance-phase for runner 

KC. 
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 Attributional ratings as a function of race phase are illustrated in Figure 4.60.  

Dimensions of locus of causality and internal control remain relatively high throughout 

the performance phases.  External control decreased as performance deteriorated and 

stability of the causes remained low and stable throughout the performance phases. 
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Figure 4.60.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of performance-phase for runner 

KC. 

 Across race results (KC).  Runner KC rated his run phases (k = 20) from 1-8.  For 

each performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all 

the phases in his four races.  Theses results are presented in Table 4.22. 

Table 4.22 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner KC. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Lcs   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       9    4.8    3.0          2.8     6.2     2.9      3.7       5.2 

  Moderate      9    5.0    5.8          6.2     6.0     3.9      4.8       5.9 

  Excellent      6    6.8    7.2          7.8     6.3     3.6      4.0       6.1 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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 The perceived performance category of �poor� (i.e., ratings of 1-3) comprised 9 

phases during his four competitions.  These phases were associated with affect levels 

perceived as dysfunctional, being unpleasant and moderately arousing.  Associated 

attributions were under low external control, mildly stable, with moderate levels of 

internal control and locus of causality. 

 The moderate performance category (k = 9) phases were pleasant, moderately 

arousing, while the affective state was perceived as functional.  Attributions were 

moderately stable, under somewhat moderate external control, with nearly equal ratings 

of internal control and locus.   

 Affective response for the excellent performance category (k = 6) were very 

pleasant, while moderately-high in arousal and perceived as very functional.  Associated 

attributions for this category were moderately stable, a relatively moderate level of 

external control, with moderate levels of internal control and locus. 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 

is shown in Figure 4.61.  Increases in perceived performance lead to increases in both 

affective components, in addition to perceived functionality, with slight deviations of 

arousal during moderate and excellent performances. 
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Figure 4.61.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 
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 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus, external and 

internal control, and stability) as a function of perceived performance is depicted in 

Figure 4.62.  Attributional dimensions of locus of causality, stability, and internal control 

show relative increased ratings as performance increases, while external control increased 

from the poor to moderate category and decreasing slightly during excellent perceived 

performances.  
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Figure 4.62.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of participant KC arousal-related performance-zones 

are presented in Figure 4.63. 
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Figure 4.63.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner KC. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the arousal-related performance-

zones are presented in Table 4.23.  Attributions associated with the optimal performance-

zone (P[OP]) demonstrate increases across all dimensions except external control, which 

decreased compared to the moderate/below zone.  Moderate/below performance-zone 

(P[Mo/B]) attributions are more stable, under greater external and internal control, 

including a higher locus than the optimal performance-zone.  The poor performance-zone 

(P[PP]) attributions are perceived as mildly stable, under low external control, with 

moderate levels of internal control and locus of causality. 
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Table 4.23 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones for runner KC. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  7.52-9.0   6.4  2.6  5.5  7.3 

Moderate/Below 3.88-7.51   5.6  3.4  5.1  6.4 

Poor   1.0-3.87   5.3  2.6  4.1  5.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant KC pleasantness-related performance-

zones is presented in Figure 4.64. 
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Figure 4.64.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner KC. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.24.  Attributions in the optimal performance-

zone (P[OP]) were perceived as stable, under low external control, high internal control, a 
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relatively internal locus.  Moderate performance-zone (P[Mo]) attributions remain stable, 

under somewhat greater external control, moderate-high internal control and locus of 

causality though lower than within the optimal performance-zone.  The poor 

performance-zone (P[PP]) attributions were perceived as less stable and less under 

internal control and locus. 

Table 4.24 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones for runner 

KC. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  5.49-9.0   6.4  2.6  5.5  7.3 

Moderate  4.93-5.48   5.4  3.5  5.2  6.3 

Poor   1.0-4.92   5.4  2.6  4.1  5.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during four competitions are illustrated in Figure 4.65. 
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Figure 4.65(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions for 

runner KC. 
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Figure 4.65(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions 

for runner KC. 

 

 The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the horizontal lines of varying thickness, with open boxes and triangles, 

respectively.  In addition, representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the 

phases are illustrated by the solid lines with full boxes and triangles, respectively.  During 

the season, this particular athlete competed within his optimal arousal zone for 20% (e.g., 

4 of 20 phases; 1, race 1; 5, race 2; 6, race 3; 1, race 4) of the season.  In contrast, he 

spent 50% (e.g., 10 of 20 phases; 4 & 5, race 1; 1, 2, 5, race 2; 1, 2, 5, 6, race 3; 1, race 4) 

of the season actively competing in his optimal performance-zone for pleasantness. 

Individual race data (ER).  Graphical representations of races one through four 

for runner ER are shown in Figures 4.66, 4.67, 4.68 and 4.69.  Descriptive statistics for 

each individual race for this athlete are presented in Appendix L. 
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Race 1 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE         1         2        3         4              5                    6               PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.66.  Graphical representation of race one as perceived by ER. 

Race 2 

 (PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE 1           2             3               4               5         6        PERFORMANCE 
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START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.67.  Graphical representation of race two as perceived by ER. 
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(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE       1         2         3             4                   5           PERFORMANCE 
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Figure 4.68.  Graphical representation of race three as perceived by ER. 
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Race 4 

(PHASES) 

      PERFORMANCE           1           2                       3                               4             PERFORMANCE 

START     FINISH 

Excellent     Excellent 

Good     Good 

Above average     Above average 

Average     Average 

Below average     Below average 

Poor     Poor 

Very poor     Very poor 

START     FINISH 

 

Figure 4.69.  Graphical representation of race four as perceived by ER. 

 During the competitive season runner ER competed in four races, during which he 

demonstrated 21 phase fluctuations.  Attributions and affective components of arousal 

and pleasantness, in addition to perceived functionality and performance are illustrated in 

Table 4.25. 

 Positively identified phases (k = 8) were both moderately arousing and pleasant, 

although dysfunctional, with a sub-par performance.  Attributions associated with the 

positive phases were stable, yet under very low external control, with high levels of both 

internal control and locus of causality. 

 Six phases were identified as positive-flat.  These phases strengthened in their 

arousal and pleasantness levels, while remaining somewhat dysfunctions, with an 

increase in perceived performance.  Attributions remained stable, with a slight increases 

in external and internal control compared with positive phases, while locus remained 

stable. 

 Negative phases (k = 4) remained moderately arousing and pleasant but both were 

perceived as dysfunctional, with a moderately perceived performance.  Attributions 

showed decreases in stability and external control compared to previous phases, while 

internal control and locus of causality remained high. 

 Those phases identified as negative-flat (k = 3) remained arousing and pleasant, 

although decreasing from previous phases, while remaining dysfunctional and another 
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sub-par performance.  Attributions were relatively stable, under low external control, 

with an internal locus and high internal control. 

Table 4.25 

Mean affect and attributional ratings as a function of race phase for runner ER. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

           Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                __________                                                            ______________________________

 

      Phase   Freq     Arsl    Plsnt       Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Positive      8      4.8     5.0       3.0      3.8   8.0  1.6 5.7      6.9 

Positive-Flat      6      5.5     5.5       3.2      4.5   8.0  2.3 4.8      7.5 

Negative      4      4.5     5.0       2.8      4.0   8.0  1.5 3.0      7.8 

Negative-Flat      3      4.0     4.7       3.0      3.3   7.5  2.3 4.6      7.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical illustration of affective components (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) 

and their perceived functionality as a function of race phase is depicted in Figure 4.70.  

Affective components remain relatively stable during all race phase categories, and this 

was true for their functionality.  However, it is evident that runner ER was extremely 

dissatisfied from his affective level, regardless of his perceived performance throughout 

the races. 
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Figure 4.70.  Mean affect and functionality as a function of phase for runner ER. 

 

 Attributional ratings as a function of race phases are illustrated in Figure 4.71.  

Attributional dimensions of locus of causality and internal control remain relatively high 

during the four race phases, with external control staying relatively low, and stability 

levels decreasing towards the negative phase and subsequently increasing during the 

negative-flat phase. 
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Figure 4.71.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of phase for runner ER. 
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 Across race results (ER).  Runner ER rated his run phases (k = 21) from 2-7.  For 

each performance, affective and attributional dimension ratings were averaged across all 

the phases in his four races.  These results are presented in Table 4.26. 

Table 4.26 

Mean affective and attributional ratings as a function of percieved race performance for 

runner ER. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Perc Perfncm    Freq    Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Lcs   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

    Poor       8    4.1    4.9          3.0     7.9     2.0      5.0       6.9 

  Moderate     12    5.2    5.1          2.8     8.0     1.6      4.7       7.5 

  Excellent      1    6.0    7.0          5.0     6.9     3.6      3.7       7.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 The perceived performance category of �poor� (i.e., ratings 1-3) comprised 5 

phases during his four competitions.  These phases were moderately arousing and 

pleasant but dysfunctional.  Attributions were perceived as stable, internally controlled, 

with a internal locus of causality, and under low external control. 

 Moderate performance ratings (k = 12) comprised the majority of phases, were 

perceived as arousing, pleasant, but dysfunctional.  Associated attributions were stable, 

under low external control, with higher levels of internal control and locus compared with 

the poor performance category. 

 Affective responses for the lone excellent performance rating were perceived as 

moderately arousing and very pleasant, and perceived as functional.  Attributions 

approached unstable levels, with low to moderate levels of external control with levels of 

internal control and causality remaining relatively high. 

 A graphical representation of affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) and their 

functionality as a function of perceived performance (i.e., poor, moderate, and excellent) 

is shown in Figure 4.72.  Increases in perceived performances were associated with a 

seemingly linear increase in arousal, while pleasantness and functionality remain 
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relatively stable during the lower performance categories, showing sharp increases during 

the excellent performance category. 
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Figure 4.72.  Mean affective and functionality ratings as a function of perceived 

performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of attributional dimensions (i.e., locus of causality, 

external control, internal control, and stability) as a function of perceived performance is 

depicted in Figure 4.73.  As perceived performance increased attributions remain under 

high internal control, with an internal locus, while stability decreased slightly, and 

external control increased approaching the excellent performance category. 
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Figure 4.73.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of perceived performance. 

 

 A graphical representation of participant ER affect-related arousal-related 

performance-zones are presented in Figure 4.74. 
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Figure 4.74.  Arousal-related performance zones for runner ER. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the arousal-related-zones are 

presented in Table 4.27.  Attributions in the moderate/above performance-zone 

(P[Mo/A]) were moderately stable, under low external control, with high levels of both 
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internal control and locus.  Optimal performance-zone (P[OP]) attributions continued to 

be stable, although with a lower level of external control, and higher levels of internal 

control and causality than the pervious zone.  Attributions in the moderate/below 

(P[Mo/B]) performance-zone remained stable, under lower external control than previous 

zones, while internal control and locus of causality remained high.  The poor 

performance-zone (P[PP]) attributions remained stable, with a slight increase in external 

control compared to the moderate/below performance-zone, while internal control and 

locus decreased slightly. 

Table 4.27 

Attributional ratings as a function of arousal-related performance zones for runner ER. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Moderate/Above 6.38-9.0 7.2  2.7  4.4  7.3 

Optimal  5.17-6.37 7.7  2.0  4.8  7.5 

Moderate/Below 4.44-5.16 8.2  1.6  4.4  7.5 

Poor   1.0-4.43 8.0  1.9  5.1  6.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical representation of participant ER pleasantness-related performance-

zones is presented in Figure 4.75. 
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Figure 4.75.  Pleasantness-related performance zones for runner ER. 

 Attributional ratings associated with each of the pleasantness-related 

performance-zones are presented in Table 4.28.  Attributions associated with the optimal 

performance-zone (P[OP]) were stable, under low external control, with high levels of 

internal control and locus of causality.  Moderate performance-zone (P[Mo]) attributions 

remained stable, with a decrease in external control, while internal control and locus 

remained relatively high.  Poor performance-zone (P[PP]) attributions remained stable 

and under low external control, while internal control and locus remained high. 
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Table 4.28 

Attributional ratings as a function of pleasantness-related performance zones for runner 

ER. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

             Attributional Dimensions 
                                                                                                                      ______________________________

 

   Affect-Related   Range Locus         External        Stability         Internal 

Performance Zone             Control           Control 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Optimal  5.17-9.0 7.7  2.0  4.8  7.5 

Moderate  4.93-5.16 8.2  1.6  4.4  7.5 

Poor   1.0-4.92 7.9  2.0  5.0  6.9 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 A graphical summary of the affective (i.e., arousal and pleasantness) intensity 

fluctuations during four competition are illustrated in Figure 4.76. 
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Figure 4.76(a).  Arousal-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions for 

runner ER. 
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Figure 4.76(b).  Pleasantness-related affect changes during the course of 4 competitions 

for runner ER. 

 

 The upper and lower bounds of the optimal arousal and pleasantness zones are 

represented by the horizontal lines of varying thickness with open boxes and triangles, 

respectively.  In addition, representative levels of arousal and pleasantness during the 

phases are illustrated by the solid line with full boxes and triangles, respectively.  During 

the season this particular athlete engaged within his optimal performance-zone of arousal 

for roughly 24% of his identified phases (e.g., 5 of 21 phases; 3, 4, & 6, race 2; 1 & 5, 

race 3).  In comparison, this athlete spent 38% of his phases (e.g., 8 of 21; 2, 3, 4, 6, race 

2; 1, 2, 4, 5, race 3) actively engaged within his optimal performance-zone for 

pleasantness. 

Gender and Across Subjects Results 

 Attributions and affective components of arousal and pleasantness, and their 

perceived functionality for female and male runners as a function of race phase are 

presented in Table 4.29.   

 Female runners associated positive phases as more arousing and functional than 

male participants, with male runners citing positive phases as more pleasant than female 
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runners.  Male athletes cited more stable attributions, with higher internal control and 

locus of causality for positive phases, with females citing greater external control.   

Positive-flat phases were both moderately arousing and pleasant for both genders, 

with females citing slightly higher perceived functionality.  Similar to the positive phase, 

male participants demonstrated higher stability, internal control, and locus ratings than 

their female counterparts, with females demonstrating slightly higher external control 

than males. 

Negative phases were similar for both male and female participants; moderately 

arousing and pleasant and dysfunctional.  Male runners cited stronger stability, internal 

control and locus of causality ratings than females, with both genders demonstrating 

similar ratings in relation to external control (i.e., low ratings). 

The negative-flat phases demonstrated a similar response pattern between 

genders: moderate arousal, with low to moderate pleasantness and perceived functionality 

ratings.  Males and females demonstrated similar ratings in relation to dimensions of 

locus and external control, moderate and low, respectively, with males citing more stable 

and internal causes than females during this phase. 
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Table 4.29 

Mean affective, perceived functionality, and attributional ratings by gender as a function 

of race phase. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

            Affect          Attributional dimensions 
                                                                ___________                 ______________________________

 

Race Phase        Arsl   Plsntnss      Funct     Loc   Ext Cont   Stb   Int Cont 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Females (k = 4) 

Positive     6.1    4.9          6.6     5.6     3.4        3.3       5.7 

Positive-Flat     6.2    6.1          6.2     5.0     3.5        3.0       5.2 

Negative     4.7    4.1          4.0     6.2     2.4        2.7       5.5 

Negative-Flat     4.9    3.3          3.4     6.5     2.2        2.9       5.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Males (k = 3) 

Positive     5.3    6.1          5.6     6.6     2.7        5.3       6.5 

Positive-Flat     6.1    6.0          5.5     6.8     2.9        4.7       6.8 

Negative     4.4    4.5          3.6     6.7     2.5        3.6       6.5 

Negative-Flat     4.3    3.7          3.4     6.5     2.7        4.1       6.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 Graphical representations of female and male participants� mean attributional 

ratings as a function of race phase are presented in Figure 4.77.  Female�s attributions 

remain relatively unstable across race phases, while external control ratings decrease 

from positive to negative-flat phases.  Dimensions of locus and internal control remain 

stable throughout the positive and positive-flat phases, with moderate increases in locus 

of causality during the two negatively associated phases.  Male participant�s attributional 

dimensions of locus of causality and internal control remain moderately-high and stable 

with one another throughout the four race phase categories, with stability decreasing, and 

external control remaining low. 
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Figure 4.77.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of race phase. 

 Graphical representations of female and male participants� mean affect and 

perceived functionality ratings as a function of race phase are presented in Figure 4.78.  

Female�s perceived functionality decreases throughout the four phases, with arousal 

remaining stable during positively associated phases before decreasing, and pleasantness 

increasing into the positive-flat phase before decreasing during the negatively associated 

phases.  Male participants� affective components of arousal and pleasantness and 

perceived functionality remain stable, decreasing in relation to one another as phases 

proceed from positively associated to negatively associated. 
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Figure 4.78.  Mean affect and functionality ratings as a function of race phase. 

 A repeated measures MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) utilizing gender 

as the between-subjects factor and performance phase and affective dimensions as the 

within-subjects factors was performed for affect (i.e., arousal and pleasantness).  Main 

and interaction effects are shown in Table 4.30.  The sole main effect of performance 

phase indicates differences among the four performance phases of positive, positive-flat, 

negative, and negative-flat, with no gender differences present.   
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Table 4.30 

Repeated Measures MANOVA using gender as between-subjects and performance phase 

and affective dimensions as within-subjects factors.* 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Effect     F  df  p  β
2
 

________________________________________________________________________ 

BS 

Gender    0.21  1, 5  .66  .04 

WS 

Phase    12.52  3, 15  .003  .72 

Phase * Gender  0.03  3, 15  .96  .01 

Affect    1.76  2, 10  .22  .26 

Affect * Gender  1.71  2, 10  .24  .26 

Phase * Affect   1.76  6, 30  .22  .26 

Phase * Affect * Gender 0.82  6, 30  .47  .14 

______________________________________________________________________ 

* Greenhouse-Geisser procedure used because of normality assumption. 

 A graphical representation of the main effect for performance phase is presented 

in Figure 4.79.  Affective dimensionality scores for arousal, pleasantness, and 

functionality, in general, were significantly higher when performing within the positive 

and positive-flat performance phases, than those of the negative and negative-flat phases. 
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Figure 4.79.  Means for significant main effect of performance phase. 
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 A graphical representation of the non-significant three-way interaction of 

performance phase, affect, and gender is presented in Figure 4.80.  Male and female 

participants demonstrated similar affective response patterns across performance phases. 
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Figure 4.80.  Mean affective scores as a function of performance phase and gender. 

 A second repeated measures MANOVA utilizing gender as the between-subjects 

factor and performance phase and attributional dimensions as the within-subjects factors 

was performed.  Main and interaction effects are shown in Table 4.31.  Gender and 

attributional dimension emerged as the only significant main effects.   
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Table 4.31 

Repeated Measures MANOVA using gender as between-subjects and performance phase 

and attributional dimensions as within-subjects factors.* 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Effect     F  df  p  β
2
 

________________________________________________________________________ 

BS 

Gender    7.44  1, 5  .041  .60 

WS 

Phase    2.44  3, 15  .16  .33 

Phase * Gender  .89  3, 15  .42  .15 

Attribution   32.57  3, 15  .001  .87 

Attribution * Gender  1.50  3, 15  .28  .23 

Phase * Attribution  1.13  9, 45  .36  .18 

Phase * Attribution * Gender   .79  9, 45  .47  .14 

______________________________________________________________________ 

* Greenhouse-Geisser procedure used because of normality assumption. 

 A graphical representation of the significant main effect of attribution is presented 

in Figure 4.81.  Across both gender and phase (i.e., positive, positive-flat, negative, 

negative-flat) participants showed greater internal control and locus, while eliciting lower 

stability and external control responses for their performance outcomes. 
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Figure 4.81.  Mean for significant main effect of attribution. 
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 A graphical representation of the significant main effect of gender is presented in 

Figure 4.82.  Across performance phase categories (i.e., positive, positive-flat, negative, 

negative-flat) male participants, in general, elicited higher attributional ratings for their 

performance outcomes than female participants. 
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Figure 4.82.  Mean for significant main effect of gender. 

A graphical representation of the non-significant three-way interaction of gender, 

performance phase, and attribution is illustrated in Figure 4.83.  Male and female 

participants elicited similar attributional response patterns during all four performance 

phase categories (see Figure 4.81). 
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Figure 4.83.  Mean attributional ratings as a function of performance phase and gender. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 

The present study was designed to explore the possible association or co-

existence between affect and attributions over multiple competitions.  Another purpose 

was to study attribution styles within different �performance zones.�  Furthermore, the 

present study identified affect-related performance-zones for arousal, pleasantness, and 

functionality, and linked them to attributional style.  Although exploratory in nature, the 

benefit of identifying individualized affect-related performance-zones can be of practical 

use for both coaches and practitioners.  To address these issues, participants completed 

pre- and post-race questionnaires during the fall cross country campaign.  Data was 

gathered via subjective and objective means.   

 The alternative method of investigating the attribution-emotion-linkage used, 

addressed limitations of current retrospectively based attribution and emotion research 

methodologies, utilizing pre-existing attribution and affect scales.  Both the CDS-II and 

Affect Grid have been used extensively in achievement and sport realms, providing the 

present study valid scales through which repeated assessments of attribution and affect 

were obtained both quickly and accurately.  Previous research utilized outcome based 

methodologies relying on positive and negative events (i.e., wins and losses) while 

individuals� perceptions of these events are more distinctive than just the objective win or 

loss (e.g., failing to win one�s heat is not always a failure).  The current methodology 

incorporated an individual�s perception of performance into a more process-centered 

versus outcome-based investigation.  

In contrast to current research methods, where measures pertain to outcomes 

following the event, the alternative method utilizes attribution and emotion measures 

based upon performance shifts (e.g., upward, downward, or a plateau) identified by the 
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athlete.  For each performance shift identified, including overall outcome, attribution and 

emotional measures are then assigned.  Performance shifts (i.e., intermediate performance 

outcomes) identified by each of the athletes during the event allowed for an increase in 

data points, which were limited in previous methodologies.  Data gathered through this 

method yielded a more process than outcome based methodology into the investigation of 

the attribution-emotion-performance linkage.  The benefit to this methodology was its 

ability to gather a great deal of data through the segmentation of an athlete�s 

performance, providing a three-fold benefit to researcher: (a) reducing the amount of 

participants, (b) utilizing the whole event opposed to just the outcome, and (c) providing 

idiographic results.  A benefit of individually based investigations is their ability to offer 

insight into individual development rather than inter-individual differences, compared 

with investigations utilizing groups that yield general group tendencies and/or similarities 

among participants (Hanin, 2000).  In addition, this methodology served as a step forward 

in the piece-wise, process-centered orientation study of the attribution-emotion-

performance linkage/co-existence, emphasizing personal performance and perceived 

accomplishment, as opposed to the current outcome based perspective, where wins and 

loses are the focal point of investigation.   

Attributions and emotions combine to play a large role in how individuals view 

current performance and perceive future competitions.  Thus, causal ascriptions influence 

emotions, and affective reactions influence motivating behaviors (Weiner, 1986).  

McAuley and Duncan (1990) have noted that a paucity of empirical evidence exists that 

examined antecedents of affective reactions to sport and physical activity outcomes.  

Operating under the assumption that individuals will respond with different cognitive 

reactions, Weiner�s (1985) model never expounded whether outcome related affects were 

a function of subjective (i.e., process based) or objective (i.e., win/loss) outcomes.  For 

example, an athlete may lose to a superior player yet experience feelings of positive 

emotions because they played to the best of their athletic ability.  Henceforth, it is of 

utmost importance to investigate individuals� perceptions of performance relating to such 

consequences of sport activity as affective reactions, utilizing methodologies, which 

incorporate subjective and/or attributional appraisals to determine the relationships 

among perceptions, causal dimensions, and affective reactions.   
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Although few studies have investigated this emotion-attribution linkage, previous 

research (McAuley et al., 1983; McAuley & Duncan, 1989) utilizing Weiner�s cognitive 

theory of emotion found controllability based attributions to be more influential than 

locus in the determination of affective reactions, while stability was important for 

affective reactions following successful outcomes.  McAuley et al. also suggested sports� 

interpersonal nature makes participants more aware of perceived control and effort, hence 

affecting emotional reactions to success and failure.  In addition, Hanin (2000) suggested 

performance process measures, as well as performance profiling, yield a more realistic 

view of the role that emotions and attributions play in a sport competition setting, and the 

�dynamics of emotion change during performance, and additional research should 

address the impact of intermediate performance results and performance process� (p. 

299).  Therefore, a more introspective interpretation of performance-based outcomes 

should be utilized when measuring attributions and corresponding emotional reactions 

(Biddle & Hanrahan, 1998). 

As a sport, cross-country is commonly referred to as the �great equalizer,� where 

success on the track does not always equate to success off the track.  Unlike track and 

field where athletes are more specialized (i.e., sprinters, middle-distance, & distance), 

athletes participating in cross country run the same distances (e.g., women 5k/6k, men 

8k/10k).  It is not uncommon for high school and university cross-country teams to 

consist of athletes who participate in events from the 800m (i.e., half-mile) to the 10k.  

Although athletes compete over similar distances, each athlete possesses an 

individualistic attributional and affective profile.   

Through a process-centered methodology, the present study demonstrated the 

idiographic nature of individual�s attributional and affective tendencies during the course 

of a competitive season.  Although distances differed between athletes (e.g., females, 5k 

regular season & 6k championships; males 8k regular season & 10k championships), 

athletes competed under similar conditions on the same course.  Athletes� perceived 

performance profiles were segmented, and then categorized into one of four performance 

categories (i.e., positive, positive-flat, negative, and negative-flat).  Female athletes 

demonstrated 2 to 6 performance phases per race, while averaging 15 total phases during 

the season; in comparison, male participants demonstrated 4 to 6 phases per race and 
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almost 22 phases during the season.  In addition, during the season 55% of female and 

60% of male participant�s performance phases were positively loaded (i.e., positive or 

positive-flat), while the remaining 45% of female and 40% male performance phases 

were negatively loaded (i.e., negative or negative-flat).  Affective scores (i.e., arousal and 

pleasantness) were shown to be significantly higher when athletes were performing 

within positive loaded performance phases, compared to negatively loaded phases.  

Furthermore, participants� associated attributions for their performance outcomes 

demonstrated greater internal control and causality, while eliciting lower external control 

and stability; with males eliciting significantly higher attributional ratings regardless of 

performance outcome.   

The unique benefit of the current methodology was its potential to illustrate the 

subtle similarities and differences among athletes with respect to different performance 

phases. An example of this is the positive phases among KN, LB, and ER, two female 

and one male athlete respectively.  During the competitive season KN only identified 2 

positive phases.  These phases were perceived as moderately arousing and pleasant with a 

slightly higher level of perceived functionality. Athlete LB identified twice as many 

positive phases (n= 4) than KN, which were associated with similar arousal level and 

perceived functionality, though higher in perceived pleasantness. ER had 8 identified 

positive phases, which were lower in arousal, pleasantness and functionality than either 

female participant. Attributions associated with the positive phases for KN and LB were 

similar such that attributions were under moderate internal control and locus, while 

unstable and under low external control.  Conversely, positive phase attributions for ER 

were higher in causality and internal control than KN and LB, with lower low external 

control and moderate stability. 

Subsequent comparison can be made among the negative-flat phases of CL, IH, 

and KC, one female and two males, respectively.  Negative-flat phases for CL (n= 2) 

were moderately arousing, unpleasant, and dysfunctional. Comparable phase for IH (n= 

5) and KC (n= 2) displayed similar levels of unpleasantness and perceived dysfunction, 

slightly higher than those of CL.  In addition, IH displayed a similar arousal level to CL, 

while KC was only slightly aroused during negative-flat phases. Attributions associated 

with the negative-flat phase for CL were under very high internal control and locus, while 
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unstable and under very low external control. In contrast, attributions for IH were only 

under moderate internal control and locus compared with CL, but also displayed greater 

stability and external control as well.  Associated attributions for KC were under slightly 

less internal control and locus than CL, however, greater than IH, with external control 

and stability ratings between those of CL and IH.   

The current study expanded the previous notion of a �one dimensional� outcome-

based methodology to a �multidimensional� athlete/process-centered methodology, 

through which to study the attribution-affect-performance linkage. This expansion in 

design allowed for the investigation of the �bumps in the road� that athletes face during a 

competition, but cannot be addressed through objectively based assumptions of 

performance (i.e., win or loss).  For the practitioner (i.e., coach, consultant, or trainer) 

this expansion in methodology allowed for a more in-depth understanding of athletes 

perceptions of their performance, both affectively and attributionally.  In addition, 

practitioners� utilization of the current methodology (i.e., athlete�s subjectively perceived 

performance profile) in conjunction with video from the athlete�s competition yields a 

distinct event description through which the athlete�s subjectively perceived performance 

can be discussed openly.  Thus giving individuals who work with these athletes a greater 

insight into the performance, which extends past the outcome (e.g., place or time), 

allowing for open lines of communication and to make minor physical and/or 

psychological adjustments for subsequent performances.  Results from the present study 

demonstrated both greater affective ratings for positively perceived outcomes, while 

eliciting increased causality and internal control for their performance outcomes (i.e., 

positive or negative).  It is possible that these athletes hold themselves accountable for 

their performances regardless of outcome, in part due to the amount of experience and/or 

the investment they have in that sport.   

Previous research investigating affective reactions to sport performances (Males 

& Kerr, 1996; Raedeke & Stein, 1994) has shown that superior performances are 

associated with increased positive levels of arousal, and with smaller pre-performance 

arousal levels.  These reactions lead athletes to develop both intra- and inter-individual 

event perspectives based on emotions they experience during competitions (Vallerand & 

Blanchard, 2000).  However, the method in which individuals respond to emotions, prior 
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to, during, and post-performance are considered key determinants of current and future 

performance.  Weiner�s (1985) attributional theory of emotion contends that an 

individual�s affective reaction to the outcome is based upon perceived success, generating 

outcome-dependent emotions (e.g., happiness following success and shame following 

failure), but does not delineate between subjective or objective outcomes.  Further, 

Biddle (1998) suggested that the differentiation of the expectancy/importance of the 

performance and the expectancy/importance of the outcome leads to different strengths 

and nature of subsequent emotions.   

Based on previous research the first hypothesis tested the notion that during 

periods of perceived favorable performance, the representative levels of affective 

components, (i.e., arousal and pleasantness), and their perceived functionality will be 

higher compared with periods of unfavorable perceived performance.  

Results from the present study supported the first hypothesis, such that across 

gender, during positive and positive-flat phases, levels of affect were significantly higher 

than those felt during negative and negative-flat phases.  Previous findings support our 

findings (Males & Kerr, 1996; Raedeke & Stein, 1994), where superior athletic 

performances were associated with increased levels of arousal.  Additionally, an 

increased level of positive affect was found among individuals who unexpectedly won an 

athletic contest (McAuley & Duncan, 1989).  When athletes perceive his/her performance 

as progressing towards, or exceeding expectations (i.e., positive phase), subsequent 

affective responses are felt more intensely, and perceived more functional than when 

performances fall below, or fail to meet expectations (e.g., negative phase).  Positive and 

negative-flat performance phases are performance segmentations, which �plateau� above 

and below average, respectively.  Thus, an athlete�s performance within the positive-flat 

phase, compared with a negative-flat performance phase, is still progressing towards or 

exceeding his/her expectations at that particular segment of the competition, which is 

accompanied by functional levels of increased positive affect. 

 Attribution research provides a framework for describing an individuals� 

perceived current performance, while allowing investigations of how attributions affect 

subsequent performances (Roberts, 1992).  However, Roberts contended that attribution 

theory has failed to incorporate the meaning of the event to individual participant.  
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Tenenbaum and Furst (1986) found that individual athletes (e.g., track and gymnastic) 

more than team athletes (e.g., soccer and basketball) attributed outcome (i.e., wins and 

losses) more internally; citing that individuals who performed at or above their current 

level of preparation elicited greater internal, stable, and controllable reasons for their 

outcomes.  A similar trend was also reported for athletes high in perceived ability.  Leith 

and Prapavessis (1989) found no significant differences between subjectively evaluated 

outcomes (i.e., outcome determined by measurable units) and objectively evaluated 

outcomes (i.e., outcome determined by external judges) in sports with regards to 

frequency of endorsement of causal attributions, dimensionality, or outcome.  Athletes� 

attribution were found to extend beyond Weiner�s original classification scheme (e.g., 

effort, luck, task difficulty, and ability) to include psychological preparation, physical 

training, environmental factors, and opponents; suggesting that winning/losing at the elite 

level could be attributed to the amount of physical preparation.  The majority of research 

on attribution and sport outcomes (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988; Robinson & Howe, 1987) 

has shown that successful events are attributed largely to stable, controllable, and internal 

causes.  In addition, research has shown endurance athletes attributions for successful, or 

best races, tend to be more internal, stable, and controllable than unsuccessful 

performances (Furst, 1989; Hamilton & Jordan, 2000; Santamaria & Furst, 1990).  Thus, 

the second hypothesis tested whether attributions associated with periods of favorable 

perceived performance will result in greater internalization, personal control, and 

stability, than attributions given for unfavorable perceived performances.  

 The second research hypothesis was partially supported.  Results showed that 

attributional ratings of athletes were significantly different, regardless of outcome (i.e., 

positive vs. negative).  More specifically, male and female participants elicited greater 

ratings of internal locus (m= 6.24), and internal control (m= 5.9) then external control 

(m= 2.79) and stability (m= 3.7), therefore taking greater responsibility for both outcome 

categories.  This finding is supportive of previous research (Kerr & Beh, 1995) where 

elite or high ability athletes were more likely to cite less external attributions for their 

own performance.  There are several possible reasons for the current findings, including 

the nature of the sport and methodological differences.  Weiner (1979) claimed that 

attributions associated with the control and causality dimensions lead to specific 
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behaviors, which play a role in future participation decisions.  Suggesting that athletes in 

the present study, regardless of outcome, demonstrated an attributional profile, which 

suppresses a self-serving bias, allowing them to take a critical look at their performance 

and make subsequent changes.  Kerr and Beh�s (1995) research with senior level rugby 

players showed athletes made significantly more internal attributions at the end of the 

season, than the beginning, while eliciting significantly fewer external attributions in 

evaluating their own performance.  Another possible suggestion could be the sport (i.e., 

cross country) itself, where athletes race anywhere between four and six times, and the 

outcome only matters at the conference, regional, and National meets.  Coaches typically 

pick and choose when and where his/her varsity squad races to keep them fresh for the 

bigger meets, which end the season.  Lastly, compared to previous research, which 

utilized outcome as the primary source of attributional data, the current study utilized a 

process-centered methodology, where one performance includes several data points.  This 

allowed for an idiographic understanding of an athlete�s attributions, and how they relate 

to performance. 

 General gender differences in attribution are presumed to be mediated by initial 

expectations of success and failure (Weiner, 1986).  Females tend to attribute successes 

to unstable causes and failure to stable causes, while the reverse is true for males.  

Previous research (Anshel & Hoosima, 1989) found that all participants of a novel motor 

task (i.e., time on target) who were provided either positive or negative feedback, all 

made internal attributions with males rating internality higher than females.  Gender 

differences have also been found with regards to the stability dimension.  Following 

successful outcome males elicited more unstable attributions than females (Riorhan et al., 

1985).  However, Morgan et al. (1996) found no gender differences with respect to causal 

dimension for success and failure among high school track athletes.  Results showed male 

and female athletes shared similar attributional patterns; perceiving success and failure as 

internal and controllable, although success was perceived as being more internal and 

controllable, further suggesting athletes assume greater responsibility for success and 

failure.  Biddle (1993) has suggested that sport itself is the reason for the absence of 

attribution-related gender differences, stating that sport is a competition within genders, 

and not between genders, contrary to academic achievement settings.   
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The third hypothesis tested whether female athletes demonstrate a more �modest 

attributional profile� then with their male counterparts; such that, females following 

successful outcomes downplay their successes while showing greater controllability, 

compared to male athletes.  More specifically,  

 (a) Following successful outcomes, female and male participants alike will  

elicit increased ratings of internal control, locus, and stability while de-

emphasizing external control. 

 (b) Following unsuccessful outcomes, female participants will  

demonstrate moderate ratings of internal control, locus, stability, with 

increased ratings of external control. 

 (c) Following unsuccessful outcomes, male participants will demonstrate  

decreased ratings of internal control, external locus, and instability, while 

ratings of external control increase. 

The third hypothesis was tested in three parts, first suggesting that following 

successful outcomes, female and male participants alike elicit increased levels of internal 

control, locus, and stability, while de-emphasizing external control.  Results showed that 

male and female participants reported elevated internal control and stability levels.  This 

finding supports previous research, which has shown athletes in general tend to make 

more internal, stable, and controllable attributions following win and/or successful 

outcomes (Riorhan et al., 1985; White, 1993).  Furthermore, a gender main effect was 

present across all performance phase categories (i.e., positive, positive-flat, negative, and 

negative-flat) such that males elicited higher mean attributional ratings (m= 5.08) than 

females (m= 4.25).  Males demonstrated similar levels of causality and external control, 

while females demonstrated decreased ratings of causality and increased external control.   

The second part of the 3
rd

 hypothesis suggested that following unsuccessful 

outcomes, female participants will demonstrate moderate levels of internal control, locus, 

and stability, and increased levels of external control.  The present study found females, 

when experiencing successful performance phases, demonstrated similar levels of 

internal control and stability, increased causality (e.g., negative, 6.2, negative-flat, 6.5, vs. 

positive, 5.6, positive-flat, 5.0), and decreased external control (e.g., negative, 2.4, 

negative-flat, 2.2, vs. positive, 3.4, positive-flat, 3.5).  These findings support previous 
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research suggesting females reporting increased internal reasons following a loss, as a 

determining factor of their performance outcome (Croxton & Klonsky, 1982), yet is 

inconsistent with Weiner�s (1986) contention that females attribute unsuccessful 

outcomes to stable causes.   

Finally, it was suggested that following unsuccessful outcomes, male participants 

will report lower levels of internal control, external locus, and instability, accompanied 

with higher levels of external control.  Compared with perceived successful performance 

phases (i.e., positive and positive-flat phases), unsuccessful phases shared similar 

causality and internal and external control ratings, while attributions were slightly more 

unstable (e.g., negative, 3.6, & negative-flat, 4.1) than successful phases (e.g., positive, 

5.3, & positive-flat, 4.7), in accordance with previous findings, where experienced 

athletes have a greater commitment to the sport, and belief in their own competence as an 

athlete, making external attributions less likely (Mutrie et al., 1984). 

Previous research (Green et al., 1997; Tenenbaum & Furst, 1986; White, 1993) 

has shown that males respond to favorable outcomes by citing greater internal causes, 

while females make more controllable attributions or even downplaying their success.  

The present study found that males� attributional perceptions of all dimensions were 

significantly higher than females�.  Other studies (Anshel & Hoosima, 1989; Morgan et 

al., 1996) reported no differences between genders with respect to attributional ratings, 

such that all participants made internal and controllable attributions.  The current research 

findings support previous researches (Mark et al., 1984; Mutrie et al., 1984; Ormsby, 

1999) such that, elite level athletes tend to hide ego-related biases, due to their 

commitment to the sport and perceived competence as an athlete.  Participants 

demonstrated, greater ratings of internal locus (m= 6.24), and internal control (m= 5.9) 

than external control (m= 2.79) and stability (m= 3.7) regardless of performance outcome, 

furthermore, accepting responsibility for both performance outcome categories. 

 Previous research investigating the attribution-affect performance-linkage has 

utilized outcome as the primary source of data.  In contrast, the current study made use of 

a process-centered methodology.  This enabled the utilization of the entire performance, 

which consisted of 2-6 possible data points, opposed to a single outcome data point.  

Although the small sample size of the current project (n=7) did not allow for 
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generalizations to other high level college athletes, it provided idiographic attributional 

and affective profiles, which demonstrate the attribution-affect performance-linkage. 

 

 

Future Directions 

 In contrast to previous attribution and affective research, which has utilized 

outcome (i.e., win versus loss) as the primary data source, the present study looked at the 

attributions and affective reactions of athletes during competition.  In addition to data that 

was utilized in the current study, both pre-event and overall performance outcome 

assessments for attribution and affective reasoning were collected; however neither was 

included in the final data analysis.  The addition of outcome-related data opposed to only 

on-line data, would validate the current findings against previous research and may 

explain some of the non-significant findings.  

 Unlike the pilot study, the reasons and/or causes elicited on the CDS-II were not 

included in the current final analysis.  The addition of these reasons and/or causes adds a 

qualitative component to the present study by attaching individual meaning to an athlete�s 

performance zone.  The current study has enabled the quantification of both attributional 

and affect-related performance zones, through performance profiling.  The inclusion of a 

qualitative methodology provides a more holistic account of an individuals� performance, 

which gives coaches or practitioners the means by which to better understand and 

regulate the athlete prior to and during performances. 

 Data for the current study was collected from national level college athletes 

competing during their fall cross country season.  These particular athletes compete very 

limitedly during the season, participating in less than a handful of meets, usually four, 

roughly two weeks apart.  The possibility of replicating this study during the spring track 

season (i.e., indoor and outdoor) encompasses a period of both increased competitions 

and increased competition period.  During cross-country, athletes compete over the same 

distance (e.g., 8k, men; 5k women); while during the spring they run various distances 

(e.g., 1500meters to 10k meters).  It is conceivable that an athlete�s optimal performance 

zone may fluctuate from season to season based on the demands of the sport (i.e., type of 

race, quantity of races).  Future research utilizing the current method would help in 
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determining whether endurance-type athletes who participate in a three tiered competitive 

year (e.g., fall= cross country, winter= indoor track, & spring/summer= outdoor track) 

compete within different affect-related performance zones between their fall and spring 

seasons. 

 The present study provides the practitioner and coach alike with a more 

individualistic view of endurance athletes, primarily runners, about their reasons and 

corresponding affective reactions during their competitions.  Continued research using 

the current methodology and the aforementioned suggestions can help achieve a more 

complete understanding of the competitive experience from the athlete�s perspective, 

while broadening the coach and practitioner�s views of how to achieve the ideal 

performance regularly. 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 

 I freely and voluntarily and without element of force or coercion, consent to be a participant 

in the research project entitled �Causal Ascriptions and Emotional Attachments: Distance Runners� 

Perspectives.� 

 

 This research is being conducted by Peter D. Ormsby, MS, who is a 5
th

 year Sport 

Psychology doctoral student, under supervision of Gershon Tenenbaum, Ph. D., in the Department of 

Educational Research.  I understand the purpose of his research project is to better understand 

distance runners� emotional and causal thought processes during the course of a competition.  I 

understand that if I participate in the project I will be asked questions about my feelings about my 

performance. 

 

 I understand I will be asked to fill out paper and pencil questionnaires, at least 24 hours pre-

race (in a location convenient to the athlete; e.g., dorm/apartment) and no longer than 24 hours post-

race in the Sport Psychology Laboratory.  The total time commitment would be about 30 minutes per 

race (i.e., pre- & post-race) for at least three separate competitions.  The researcher will answer any 

questions I have or will refer me to a knowledgeable source. 

 

 I understand my participation is totally voluntary and I may stop participation at anytime.  

All of my information obtained during the course of the study will remain confidential, locked in a 

storage cabinet at the researcher�s residence, to which he will have sole access.  My name will not 

appear on any of the results.  No individual responses will be reported.  Only group findings will be 

reported.  All data will be shredded and disposed of on or about January 1
st
 2006. 

 

 I understand there is a possibility of a minimal level of risk involved if I agree to participate 

in this study.  I might experience anxiety when thinking about the competition that I had just 

completed, necessary to fill out the measures.  The researcher will be available to talk with me about 

any emotional discomfort I may experience while participating.  I am also able to stop my 

participation at any time I wish. 

 

 I understand there are benefits for participating in this research project.  First, my own 

awareness about my performances may be increased.  Also, I will be providing sport psychology 

professionals with valuable insight into runners� feelings and behaviors regarding performance 

situations during a competitive season.  This knowledge can assist them in providing information to 

coaches and/or other professionals who work with distance runners, to help them stay as competitive 

as possible. 

  

 I understand that this consent may be withdrawn at any time without prejudice, penalty or 

loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled.  I have been given the right to ask and have 

answered any inquiry concerning the study.  Questions, if any, have been answered to my 

satisfaction. 

 

 I understand that I may contact Peter D. Ormsby, Florida State University, Department of 

Educational Research, (850) 575-5604, Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum (850)-644-8791, or the Institutional 

Review Board (850) 644-8836, for answers to questions about this research or my rights.  Group 

results will be sent to me upon my request.   

 

 I have read and understand this consent form. 

 

 

______________________________________________ _____________________________ 

(Subject)       (Date) 
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• Age: __________ 

• Classification:  Freshman Sophomore Junior  Senior 

• Runner classification:  Middle Distance Distance 

• Event participation: (list the events you normally compete in during a meet) 

o ___________________________ 

o ___________________________ 

o ___________________________ 

o ___________________________ 

! Preferred event: _______________________ 

• Best time: ______________________ 

• Seasonal goal time: ______________ 

• Other goals for season: _________________________ 

• _________________________ 

• _________________________ 

• _________________________ 

 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND HONESTY 

BEST OF LUCK ON THE REST OF THE SEASON 
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There are several particulars which are important to your run.  Rate on the scale below 

from "0" to "100" how CONFIDENT you are that you will successfully perform each of 

them today. 

 

      NOT CONFIDENT                VERY  

           AT ALL           CONFIDENT 

• Strong start  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Even pace  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Stay up front  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Surge(s)  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Strong finish  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Focus   0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Maintain contact 0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Not getting �boxed� 0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Work w/pack  0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

• Relax   0%�10�20�30�40�50�60�70�80�90�100% 

 

 

Your expectation in the current race is:  

a. In comparison to the other runners, in what percent do you expect to finish?  

Please circle the percent of the other runners in the race you expect to beat.  

For example, if you circle 40%, you expect to be faster than 40%, and slower 

than 60%. 

 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

 

b. In comparison to your own standard, how do you expect to finish?  Please 

circle the response that best represents your perception of the upcoming race 

outcome. 

MUCH BELOW           BELOW            MEETING        ABOVE                 MUCH 

ABOVE 

MY REGULAR        MY REGULAR       MY REGULAR         MY REGULAR         MY REGULAR 

STANDARD       STANDARD           STANDARD   STANDARD           STANDARD 
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AFFECT GRID 
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INSTRUCTIONS: On the chart below, please indicate with an �X� how you are 

�Feeling� about the upcoming race.  Below the chart is a scale, which asks you to 

indicate whether the feelings you are experiencing will be �Helpful� or �Unhelpful� 

during the upcoming race.  Please put an �X� in the box, which best corresponds to the 

degree of help your feelings are helping you.  The final scale asks you to provide your 

expectation of your performance, please indicate by placing an �X� in the corresponding 

expectation from �Very Poor� to �Excellent.� 

    High      

Stress    Arousal    Excitement 

                    

                    

                    

                    

Unpleasant                   Pleasant 

Feelings 
                  

Feelings 

                    

                    

                   

Depression    Low     Relaxation 

    Arousal     

          

          

My emotions are:  
 -               + 

Unhelpful        Helpful 

          

          

My performance will be:  

 -               + 
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CAUSAL DIMENSION SCALE 
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Event: Consider the race that you have just completed. 

(PHASE 1) 

 

How do YOU perceive the outcome/achievement/performance?  (Please circle the 

number that best describes your opinion on the scale below.)  

 

 

 1         2        3          4   5 

 Much Below      Below Expected     Above      Much Above 

  Expectation  Expectation   Expectation       Expectation 

 

 

Reasons/Causes: There are reasons for your performance today.  For today�s outcome 

list up to three reasons or causes on the lines provided. 

 

 

1. __________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________________ 
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Event: Consider the race that you have just completed. 

 

Reason/Cause: On the following line, please list the first reason/cause for how YOU 

performed, from the first page. _________________________________________ 

 

Instructions: The items below concern your impressions or opinions for one of the cause 

or causes of the above-mentioned event.  Your responses to the items may range from 9 

to 1.  Please, circle the number, which best represents, your perception of the cause(s).  

Circle one number for each of the following scales.   

 

Is the cause(s) something: 

 

• That reflects an aspect 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Reflects an aspect of 

of yourself          the situation 

• Manageable by you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not manageable by  

  you 

• Permanent   9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Temporary 

• You can regulate  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   You cannot regulate 

• Over which others have 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which others 

control          have no control 

• Inside of you  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Outside of you 

• Stable over time  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Variable over time 

• Under the power of 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not under the power 

other people         of other people 

• Something about you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Something about  

  others 

• Over which you have  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which you  

power          have no power 

• Unchangeable  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Changeable 

• Other people can  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Other people cannot  

regulate          regulate 
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Event: Consider the race that you have just completed. 

 

Reason/Cause: On the following line, please list the second reason/cause for how YOU 

performed, from the first page. _________________________________________ 

 

Instructions: The items below concern your impressions or opinions for one of the cause 

or causes of the above-mentioned event.  Your responses to the items may range from 9 

to 1.  Please, circle the number, which best represents, your perception of the cause(s).  

Circle one number for each of the following scales.   

 

Is the cause(s) something: 

 

• That reflects an aspect 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Reflects an aspect of 

of yourself          the situation 

• Manageable by you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not manageable by  

  you 

• Permanent   9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Temporary 

• You can regulate  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   You cannot regulate 

• Over which others have 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which others 

control          have no control 

• Inside of you  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Outside of you 

• Stable over time  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Variable over time 

• Under the power of 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not under the power 

other people         of other people 

• Something about you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Something about  

  others 

• Over which you have  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which you  

power          have no power 

• Unchangeable  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Changeable 

• Other people can  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Other people cannot  

regulate          regulate 
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Event: Consider the race that you have just completed. 

 

Reason/Cause: On the following line, please list the third reason/cause for how YOU 

performed, from the first page. _________________________________________ 

 

Instructions: The items below concern your impressions or opinions for one of the cause 

or causes of the above-mentioned event.  Your responses to the items may range from 9 

to 1.  Please, circle the number, which best represents, your perception of the cause(s).  

Circle one number for each of the following scales.   

 

Is the cause(s) something: 

 

• That reflects an aspect 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Reflects an aspect of 

of yourself          the situation 

• Manageable by you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not manageable by  

  you 

• Permanent   9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Temporary 

• You can regulate  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   You cannot regulate 

• Over which others have 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which others 

control          have no control 

• Inside of you  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Outside of you 

• Stable over time  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Variable over time 

• Under the power of 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Not under the power 

other people         of other people 

• Something about you 9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Something about  

  others 

• Over which you have  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Over which you  

power          have no power 

• Unchangeable  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Changeable 

• Other people can  9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1   Other people cannot  

regulate          regulate 
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Table F1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC   EXT   STB   INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    7    7   7  5    3.7      6.2     2.6      4.1 

  2 NEG     3    3   2  3    4.8      4.3     2.8      5.2 

  3 POS     5    5   7  6    5.5      3.5     3.0      6.2 

  4 NEG     7    5   6  7    6.0      3.5     2.7      6.0 

  5 POS-FL    5    5   5  5    4.3      5.2     2.8      4.7 

  6 NEG     2     2   3  2    6.1      3.0     3.2      5.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 NEG: Negative 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table F2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    6    5   5  5    5.4      4.3     3.0      5.6 

  2 NEG     3    3   3  3    8.0      1.0     3.0      5.3 

  3 NEG-FL    2    2   3  2    7.3      1.0     3.0      5.9 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 NEG: Negative 

 NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table F3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG     7    6   6  5    6.3      2.3     3.3      6.0 

  2 POS-FL    4    3   4  4    3.2      2.0     2.0      2.0 

  3 NEG     4    2   4  4    4.0      1.7     3.1      3.7 

  4 POS     6    4   6  6    5.7      1.0     2.3      4.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 NEG � Negative 

 POS � Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table G1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS    8    5   4  8    5.4      3.2     4.4      7.7 

  2 NEG     7    3   5  5    2.8      3.3     3.8      3.3 

  3 POS-FL    3    6   3  4    6.2      1.7     3.7      3.3 

  4 POS     7    7   7  7    5.6      2.1     2.2      6.0 

  5 NEG     4    4   4  5    6.4      3.0     3.0      6.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 NEG � Negative 

 POS � Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table G2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG    7    6   7  7    6.6      2.0     1.8      7.0 

  2 POS-FL    8    6   7  8    3.0      6.8     4.1      4.9 

  3 POS     7    4   6  7    5.8      2.4     2.8      8.0 

  4 POS-FL    7    7   7  7    3.9      4.1     2.3      4.8 

  5 NEG     6    5   6  6    6.3      2.0     2.4      6.6 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG � Negative  

POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 POS � Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table G3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG    7    5   5  7    4.1      5.1     2.3      5.1 

  2 POS     6    4   5  4    3.9      6.3     3.6      1.0 

  3 NEG     5    6   6  6    4.6      4.1     1.2      3.8 

  4 NEG-FL    4    3   4  4    5.8      3.8     3.9      1.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG � Negative  

POS � Positive 

NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table G4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS     8    6   7  7    5.3      2.4     2.6      7.2 

  2 POS-FL    5    3   5  4    5.1      2.1     1.4      4.9 

  3 NEG     4    3   3  4    6.8      1.0     1.9      5.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS: Positive  

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 NEG: Negative 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table H1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS    7    7   8  6    3.4      6.0     5.2      3.0 

  2 POS-FL    5    8   8  7    3.3      3.6     2.7      3.4 

  3 NEG     3    6   5  4    4.3      4.7     3.1      5.2 

  4 POS-FL    4    3   4  3    5.7      2.7     2.6      6.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS � Positive  

POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 NEG � Negative 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table H2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

     Emotions   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    8    3   5  4    3.9      2.8     2.0      3.4 

  2 POS     7    8   7  6    3.8      2.7     1.7      4.4 

  3 POS-FL    7    7   6  6    4.6      2.4     1.4      6.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table H3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

     Emotions   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG-FL    9    5   5  2    6.2      3.7     3.4      5.6 

  2 POS     3    5   5  4    6.0      2.6     2.2      5.8 

  3 POS-FL    4    5   6  5    3.8      4.0     1.9      4.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

POS: Positive  

 POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table H4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL   7    6   5  3    4.6      3.0     3.4      5.0 

  2 NEG     4    4   3  1    7.1      1.0     1.2      6.4 

  3 NEG-FL    4    5   4  3    6.2      1.4     1.4      7.1 

  4 POS     6    5   4  4    7.8      1.0     2.8      7.9 

  5 POS-FL    4    3   4  3    5.7      2.7     2.6      6.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS � Positive  

POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 NEG � Negative 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table I1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

     Emotions   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    9    9   9  8    3.7      2.3     4.1      3.2 

  2 NEG     2    2   1  3    9.0      1.0     1.7      9.0 

  3 POS     3    3   7  4    5.9      5.9     4.6      5.4 

  4 POS-FL    5    6   9  6    9.0      1.0     6.3      9.0 

  5 POS     9    4   9  7    6.8      3.7     4.1      6.3 

  6 POS-FL    9     9   9  9    5.9      3.7     2.8      5.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL � Positive-Flat 

 NEG � Negative 

 POS � Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table I2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

     Emotions   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG     9    1   1  1    8.5      1.0     3.0      9.0 

  2 NEG-FL    6    1   1  1    8.7      1.0     1.0      9.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG: Negative 

 NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table I3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

     Emotions   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS     8    9   7  7    8.7      1.4     2.7      8.0 

  2 NEG     6    7   5  4    5.0      1.0     1.0      2.5 

  3 POS-FL    5    5   4  3    4.3      1.0     1.0      3.5 

  4 NEG     4    3   2  3    7.2      2.3     2.2      6.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS: Positive 

NEG: Negative 

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table I4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect    Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  _______________________________

 

Phase Shift   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    8    9   9  6    7.6      2.6     4.4      9.0 

  2 NEG     6    4   5  3    9.0      1.0     7.0      5.0 

  3 NEG-FL    4    3   3  3    9.0      1.0     4.8      7.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 NEG: Negative 

 NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table J1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL   6    6   5  5    4.6      4.9     3.4      3.6 

  2 NEG     4    4   3  3    6.8      3.7     2.8      7.6 

  3 POS-FL    7    2   1  2    7.3      2.9     3.2      5.8 

  4 POS     7    7   8  7    8.0      2.4     3.4      7.4 

  5 POS-FL    7    8   8  8    7.1      4.1     3.8      7.3 

  6 NEG     3    5   3  4    8.1      2.2     4.3      7.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat  

NEG: Negative 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table J2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    6    7   7  8    6.7      4.2     4.6      7.1 

  2 NEG     6    4   3  3    5.7      2.9     2.0      3.4 

  3 NEG     5    7   8  6    6.1      4.1     3.3      7.3 

  4 NEG-FL    5    3   2  2    3.8      3.2     3.3      4.8 

  5 POS     6    6   6  7    3.7      5.1     5.1      4.1 

  6 POS-FL    7    5   7  6    6.8      4.4     6.3      6.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat  

NEG: Negative 

 NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table J3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    6    2   3  3    5.9      2.7     3.4      6.0 

  2 NEG     3    3   2  2    4.8      3.3     2.5      5.7 

  3 POS     4    7   8  4    5.3      4.7     3.8      5.8 

  4 POS-FL    6    6   6  4    3.7      5.8     4.0      3.0 

  5 POS     8    7   9  7    5.5      2.5     3.8      5.2 

  6 POS-FL    7    8   9  8    7.0      3.5     3.5      5.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat  

NEG: Negative 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table J4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG-FL    5    2   3  2    6.7      2.0     6.5      4.2 

  2 NEG     3    3   2  2    8.0      1.8     5.5      3.3 

  3 NEG-FL    4    4   6  3    6.7      3.8     3.8      6.0 

  4 POS     5    5   7  5    6.3      2.3     5.7      7.3 

  5 NEG-FL    6    7   8  6    6.5      3.0     5.3      6.5 

  6 POS     3    4   4  6    6.8      3.5     6.5      5.5 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG-FL: Negative-Flat  

NEG: Negative 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table K1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG     8    3   7  7    6.1      5.3     4.6      6.7 

  2 NEG-FL    3    4   4  2    6.4      3.3     3.9      7.1 

  3 NEG     2    4   2  1    5.8      2.6     3.3      5.0 

  4 POS     5    7   5  4    4.4      4.2     4.7      4.6 

  5 POS-FL    7    6   7  6    4.9      3.6     4.3      5.6 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:    NEG: Negative 

NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

 POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

 POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table K2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS     3    8   7  7    5.8      2.1     4.6      7.2 

  2 NEG     6    8   7  7    6.6      2.1     5.6      7.0 

  3 POS-FL    6    4   5  5    5.7      2.8     4.4      6.4 

  4 NEG     6    3   4  4    5.9      2.4     4.0      6.4 

  5 POS     8    7   8  7    6.7      2.1     5.6      7.4 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS: Positive 

NEG: Negative 

 POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table K3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS     3    8   7  7    5.9      3.1     5.2      7.3 

  2 POS-FL    3    8   7  7    6.1      2.0     5.0      7.2 

  3 NEG     5    3   5  4    4.9      3.7     4.7      5.1 

  4 POS-FL    7    5   6  6    5.7      3.1     5.7      6.2 

  5 POS     7    8   8  7    6.9      2.6     6.8      7.7 

  6 POS-FL    8    7   7  8    7.1      1.6     6.7      7.8 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS: Positive 

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

NEG: Negative 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table K4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    8    8   7  6    6.4      3.0     4.7      6.7 

  2 NEG     2    4   3  3    4.1      1.0     5.1      4.8 

  3 NEG-FL    4    2   3  2    6.2      1.0     2.9      7.8 

  4 POS     7    5   6  6    5.3      4.7     6.4      6.9 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

NEG: Negative 

NEG-FL: Negative-Flat 

POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table L1 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race one. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS     4    3   3  2    7.3      3.3     3.3      5.6 

  2 NEG-FL    4    5   2  3    7.4      3.4     5.3      7.1 

  3 NEG     3    5   3  2    7.9      1.3     3.4      7.9 

  4 POS     5    5   2  3    8.2      1.0     5.7      7.8 

  5 NEG-FL    5    4   3  4    7.0      1.0     5.1      7.2 

  6 POS     4    4   3  4    8.6      1.0     6.8      8.7 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS: Positive 

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

NEG: Negative 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table L2 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race two. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG     5    6   2  5    7.9      1.3     4.0      8.7 

  2 POS-FL    5    4   2  4    8.8      3.0     2.7      8.3 

  3 POS     6    6   3  5    7.6      2.4     3.0      7.7 

  4 POS-FL    6    6   2  3    7.2      2.7     4.4      7.3 

  5 NEG     5    3   2  4    8.5      1.0     1.7      8.0 

  6 POS     6    6   2  5    7.1      2.0     6.0      6.3 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG: Negative 

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

POS: Positive  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table L3 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race three. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 POS-FL    6    7   5  7    6.9      3.6     3.7      7.7 

  2 NEG     5    6   4  5    8.0      2.4     2.9      6.8 

  3 POS-FL    5    5   3  4    7.9      2.3     2.8      6.8 

  4 POS     5    6   3  5    7.8      1.0     6.0      6.2 

  5 POS-FL    6    6   3  5    8.9      1.0     7.9      9.0 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   POS-FL: Positive-Flat  

NEG: Negative 

POS: Positive 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Table L4 

Affective ratings and attributional ascriptions of each running phase in race four. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

       Affect   Attributional dimensions 
                                                                          __________                                                  ______________________________

 

      Phase   Arsl    Plsnt    Fcn    Prfm  LOC    EXT   STB    INT 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  1 NEG-FL    3    5   4  3    8.0      2.3     3.4      6.7 

  2 POS     4    5   4  3    8.3      1.0     6.6      5.7 

  3 POS-FL    5    5   4  4    8.2      1.0     7.2      6.0 

  4 POS     5    5   4  3    9.0      1.0     7.9      7.2 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note:   NEG-FL: Negative-Flat  

POS: Positive 

POS-FL: Positive-Flat 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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